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MANDATE

•	 Promote,	brand	and	market	the	
province	of	KwaZulu-Natal	as	an	
investment	destination;

•	 Facilitate	trade	by	assisting	local	
companies	to	access	international	
markets;

•	 Identify,	develop	and	package	
investment	opportunities	in	
KwaZulu-Natal;

•	 Provide	a	professional	service	to	
all	clientele;

•	 Retain	and	expand	trade	and	
export	activities;	and

•	 Link	opportunities	to	the	
developmental	needs	of	the	
KwaZulu-Natal	community.
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01
mEC’s FOrEwOrd

Mr M Mabuyakhulu
MEC for Economic Development, Tourism and 
Environmental Affairs

in the last year we have witnessed some interesting developments in the south african 
economy which have all directly impacted upon our ability to attract foreign direct 
investment. But these swings notwithstanding, KwaZulu-natal (KZn) has soldiered on its 
efforts of positioning the province as a competitive region for foreign investment. 

We have continued to place effort in the promotion of key investment opportunities within 
our province through our project marketing processes. equally, with africa now rising as a 
beacon of hope for driving an otherwise dispersing growth of the global economy, it follows 
that ably assisted by our two ports of durban and richards Bay, we use our strategic 
geographic location to take advantage of what these shifting global forces portend for the 
province, country and, indeed, the continent.

the manufacturing sector has emerged as a critical pillar to KZn’s growth aspirations 
because it has the highest economic and employment multipliers. thus, we contend 
that building linkages from resources sectors remains an important mechanism for our 
province to convert our comparative advantage into competitive advantages.

trade & investment KwaZulu-natal (tiKZn) has, over the years, proven itself to be one 
of the most important institutions in the province which bolster our economic prowess 
and attract new investments. in essence, this organisation’s mandate is to create and 
sustain an investment and business environment to the benefit of investors, traders and, 
essentially, the KZn economy. 

With the President launching operation Phakisa in 2014, the role that KZn will play in this 
initiative will be beneficial for the province as this initiative is designed to fast track the 
implementation of solutions on critical developmental issues highlighted in the national 
development Plan (ndP) 2030 such as unemployment and poverty.
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We recognise and acknowledge that this is no easy task as global competition for 
business and investment has always been strong, in the face of the world-wide economic 
downturn wrought by widespread financial turmoil. We therefore commend this institution 
for its tenacity, even amidst these tough economic times, for striving to ensure that KZn 
remains the preferred destination for investors. We have no uncertainty that the provincial 
government’s investment in tiKZn will continue to develop and yield good returns in the 
coming year and beyond.

the year under review was an important one, with the appointment of Ms cM cronjé as 
chairperson of the tiKZn Board of directors. With this appointment, Ms cronjé brought 
her knowledge and understanding of trade, investment and economic development in 
order to strengthen the mandate of tiKZn. this appointment has seen tiKZn intensify its 
drive to promote KZn as a globally competitive trade and investment destination.

the achievement of accelerated radical economic transformation through shared growth 
cannot be achieved in isolation and i am further pleased, as is cabinet, that the east3route 
project continues to gain momentum in unlocking and realising trading opportunities 
among our eastern seaboard neighbors Mozambique, seychelles and swaziland.

going forward, our approach with regard to the functioning of tiKZn will continue to 
be based on tangible results and the practical impact of the efforts of the entity. We will 
continue pursuing this approach in order to realise our ambition of “accelerated radical 
economic transformation through shared growth”.

…………………………………………..
Mr M Mabuyakhulu, MPL
MEC for Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs
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02
ChAIrpErsON’s sTATEmENT

Ms CM Cronjé
Chairperson of the Board for Trade & Investment 
KwaZulu-Natal

research shows the integration of local economies into the mainstream economy forms 
the epicentre of radical economic transformation. this approach departs from the trickle-
down approach often promoted by orthodox economists whereby economic benefits 
provided to businesses and upper-income levels indirectly benefit poorer members of 
society when the resources inevitably “trickle down” to them. it is our view that a strong 
national economy is only possible through a flourishing network of local economies as 
these give resilience in times of crises. However, the south african economic outlook is 
not bright as the growth forecast was revised downward to around 2% for 2015. 

as we pursue the transformation of the provincial economy, we intend promoting 
economic activities in communities, improve and expand KZn’s investment climate by 
augmenting the co-ordination between all spheres of local government in marketing the 
province as a premier trade and investment destination. specific to tiKZn, this further 
included promoting industrial hubs, developing an investment attraction plan, developing 
KZn’s value proposition, implementing a plan for the maritime industry and finalising the 
aerotropolis strategy and implementation plan. 

strategically positioned on the eastern seaboard, KZn is home to south africa’s most 
diversified economy, making the province attractively positioned for trade and investment. 
anchoring confidently on the region’s natural resources and man-made infrastructure, 
tiKZn’s efforts over the past 12 months are to be highly commended. apart from vastly 
exceeding its targets in nearly all key deliverables areas, the organisation also saw a great 
success in facilitating processes in areas where it is more difficult to measure return on 
investment.

tiKZn’s vision is to contribute to economic development by promoting KZn as a premier 
investment destination and leader in export trade. the mission is to link opportunities 
to KZn’s developmental needs and ensure easy access to investment and export trade 
opportunities.
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ApprECIATION

the board and i thank the KZn provincial government for the confidence it displayed in 
tiKZn during the period under review. We are particularly grateful to Honourable Michael 
Mabuyakhulu, Mec for economic development, tourism and environmental affairs 
(edtea), for his support for the organisation and the business activities it undertakes on 
the provincial government’s behalf. 

i also thank the former acting board chairperson Ms LcZ (Zee) cele for steering and leading 
the board during the year and further extend appreciation to each board member for their 
wise counsel and commitment to ensuring the validity of tiKZn’s strategic direction.

i am pleased to be entrusted with a key role to strategically provide direction in this 
organisation and to guide the team in delivering on its mandate. finally, i am particularly 
grateful to Mr Zamo gwala, our chief executive officer, and his staff for exceeding their 
operational targets. their professional attitude coupled with the dedication demonstrated 
daily in executing the organisation’s strategy and striving towards achieving our business 
goals is highly appreciated.

conclusion
fostering an environment conducive to attracting and retaining foreign direct investment 
(fdi) and export expansion is essential in our efforts to sustain economic growth and job 
creation. Within the broad trade and investment landscape, tiKZn is a critical catalyst in 
unlocking that growth.

…………………………………………..
Ms CM Cronjé
Board Chairperson
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03
CEO’s rEvIEw

Mr Zamo Gwala
Chief Executive Officer for Trade & Investment 
KwaZulu-Natal

the KwaZulu-natal (KZn) economy is estimated to have grown at 1.7% in 2014, with the 
agricultural sector accelerating the fastest at 5.5% followed by the general government 
services (3%) and construction, finance, real estate and business services (freBs) at 2% 
each.

emanating from these figures, it is evident not only is KZn south africa’s second provincial 
economy, but it is setting the tone for the country’s economic movement. the provincial 
agricultural output increased, positively impacting on the country’s agricultural output. 

rEvIEw OF OpErATIONs

during the year under review, tiKZn successfully committed 12 new investment projects 
valued at about r1,7 billion to create more than 4 500 new jobs within the ethekwini, 
abaQulusi, uMsunduzi, Zululand and ugu Municipalities. 

the organisation assisted 103 companies with export promotion and market development 
initiatives and 68 new export markets were opened for individual companies. significantly, 
over r70 million worth of exports were generated from new and existing markets including 
the us, Japan, united arab emirates (uae), angola and intra-trade into gauteng.

tiKZn assisted 37 Broad-Based Black economic empowerment (BBBee) companies 
with export readiness interventions and our ongoing monitoring and support of these 
interventions will unlock further potential.

tiKZn provided post-investment support in terms of business permits, incentives and 
finance applications to 25 KZn companies, of these; 20 companies created 1627 job 
opportunities.

the organisation has at its disposal accurate, updated information on local, national and 
global trends. it further ensures that data is appropriately packaged for internal and external 
consumption. specifically, the unit compiled 18 macro-economic research reports and 
helped package nine high-impact investment opportunities. 
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pArTICULAr hIGhLIGhTs OF ThE yEAr UNdEr 
rEvIEw

east3ROUTE 

the 2014 edition of the east3route initiative involving south africa (KZn), swaziland, 
Mozambique and seychelles was an astonishing success. the initiative is a collaborative 
partnership led by the economic development, tourism and environmental affairs 
department (edtea); it is aimed at providing a platform for engagement on tourism and 
related economic activities in all the member countries.

Export Week

the year 2014 also saw another successful KZn export Week highlighting the significance 
of exporting to the KZn economy and celebrating the success of KZn exporters. the event 
also launched the KZn export information portal to promote regional export products and 
services and increase foreign revenue generation for the province and south africa.

Gauteng Office

tiKZn has enjoyed the fruits of setting up a gauteng presence through the relationships 
established with the national departments such as the department of international 
relations and cooperation. during the year, 30 business and development opportunities 
were generated for KZn for both export and investment. 

District Municipal Road Shows

in promoting municipalities as investment-friendly destinations, tiKZn and the south 
african Local government association (saLga) signed a Memorandum of understanding 
(Mou) as part of the programme generating key strategic investment projects in district 
municipalities. during 2014/2015 tiKZn embarked on three municipal road shows in the 
following districts; ugu, uthungulu and amajuba. the aim of this initiative is seeking to 
unlock investment opportunities and create jobs across KZn.

Change Management Process

the change Management Process is a journey of staff engagement to build team cohesion 
and improve organisational performance. the impact of this programme is evident with 
the successful “raising the bar initiatives” and the dedication and commitment shown 
from staff on this journey. during the year under review, the different business units 
have embarked on team journey sessions which involve introspection, team visions and 
planning. all of these were discussed in the context of the environment in which each 
business unit operates. in order to ensure sustainability internal facilitators have been 
appointed and trained to take over the facilitation of the change management process. 

aPPreciation

i would like to thank the KZn provincial government, especially economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs Mec Mr Michael Mabuyakhulu for the support and 
encouragement afforded to our organisation during the 2014/2015 financial year.
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i would like to extend a sincere welcome to the Board chairperson Ms cM cronjé. Her 
astute wealth of experience, both in government and the private sector, will have a 
substantial impact in the growth and development of KZn’s economy. i also would like 
take this opportunity to thank the deputy chairperson Ms LcZ (Zee) cele for her strategic 
direction and oversight as the acting chairperson of the tiKZn Board.

finally, my respect and heartfelt appreciation is extended to the executive management 
and staff of tiKZn. it is a privilege to work among a professional team that is passionate 
to grow our province’s economy.

CONCLUsION

africa is poised for growth and so are we. With the organisational restructuring and various 
new strategies at hand, tiKZn will remain more focused than ever. together we shall 
unlock our province’s potential to secure fdi and increase exports from KZn to outward 
markets in africa and beyond.

…………………………………………..   
Mr ZA Gwala
Chief Executive Officer
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04
sTATEmENT OF rEspONsIBILITy 

ANd CONFIrmATION OF ACCUrACy 
FOr ThE ANNUAL rEpOrT

to the best of our knowledge and belief, we confirm the following:

•	 All	 information	and	amounts	disclosed	in	the	annual	report	 is	consistent	with	the	
annual financial statements audited by the auditor-general.

•	 The	annual	report	is	complete,	accurate	and	free	from	any	omissions.
•	 The	 annual	 report	 has	 been	 prepared	 in	 accordance	with	 the	 guidelines	 on	 the	

annual report as issued by national treasury.
•	 The	 Annual	 Financial	 Statements	 have	 been	 prepared	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	

generally recognised accounting Practice (graP) standards applicable to the 
Public entity.

•	 The	accounting	authority	is	responsible	for	preparing	the	annual	financial	statements	
and for judgements made in this information.

•	 The	accounting	authority	is	responsible	for	establishing	and	implementing	a	system	
of internal controls designed to provide reasonable assurance to the integrity and 
reliability of the performance information, human resources information and annual 
financial statements.

•	 The	external	auditors	are	engaged	to	express	an	independent	opinion	on	the	annual	
financial statements.

•	 In	 our	 opinion,	 the	 annual	 report	 fairly	 reflects	 the	 operations,	 performance	
information, human resources information and financial affairs of the public entity 
for the financial year ended 31 March 2015.

Yours faithfully

 …………………………………………..  …………………………………………..  
Mr ZA Gwala  Mrs L Nyamande
Chief Executive Officer  Chief Financial Officer
Date: 30 May 2015  Date: 30 May 2015
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05
sTrATEGIC OvErvIEw

KwaZulu-natal (KZn) is home to south africa’s second largest economy. trade & 
investment KwaZulu-natal (tiKZn) is a trade and inward investment promotion agency 
established to promote the province as a premier investment destination and facilitate 
trade by assisting locally-based enterprises access international markets.

operating in globally competitive markets, tiKZn is internationally acclaimed for 
positioning south africa and KZn as a world-class investment destination, while creating 
substantial and sustainable export opportunities for locally-based industries.

the organisation is a schedule 3c Public entity headed by ceo Mr Zamo gwala who 
reports to the Board of directors appointed by the Mec for economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs.

global competition for foreign direct investment requires that tiKZn employs specialists 
and professionals at the cutting edge of their respective spheres in investment promotion, 
strategy, research, project management, finance, marketing and human resources.

tiKZn is dedicated to creating an environment in the province conducive to business 
development and attractive to local and international investors, as well as traders. in 
line with this, the organisation’s intent is to impact significantly on the socio-ecomonic 
advancement of KZn and its people.

KZn has several distinct advantages, making it a prime trade and investment destination. 
it is situated on south africa’s east coast and spans 94 361km2. the warm indian ocean 
lapping its shores, together with its rich history and biodiversity, makes KZn both a prime 
tourist destination and a significant hub for industrial development and gateway into the 
rapidly emerging sub-saharan economies and markets.

KZn offers:

•	 superb	natural	resources;
•	 exceptional	productive	capacity;
•	 highly	developed	first-world	infrastructure;
•	 a	valuable	coastal	location	featuring	both	of	South	Africa’s	primary	harbours,	namely	

durban as the busiest in africa and richards Bay the deepest break bulk in africa;
•	 Dube	Tradeport,	King	Shaka	International	Airport	(KSIA)	and	the	first	purpose-built	

aerotropolis and 
•	 an	enviable	lifestyle	complemented	by	an	idyllic	climate.

the province offers an extensive range of economic activities including capital-intensive 
manufacturing, transport, storage, communications, finance and business services, as 
well as highly-productive agricultural, forestry, fishing and accommodation sectors.

tiKZn actively promotes these advantages to leverage an increased share of the global 
investment market. accordingly, the organisation facilitates new local and foreign direct 
investment; supports retention and expansion for companies already operating in the 
province and provides professional export services to support sustainable economic 
growth in KZn.
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vIsION

to contribute to economic development by promoting the province of KZn as the premier 
investment destination and the leader in export trade.

mIssION

•	 Identify	and	package	investment	opportunities	in	KZN;
•	 Brand	and	market	KZN	as	an	investment	destination;
•	 Link	opportunities	to	the	developmental	needs	of	the	KZN	community;	and
•	 Ensure	easy	access	to	investment	and	export	trade	opportunities.

OBjECTIvEs

to meet shareholder and stakeholder expectations, tiKZn aims to deliver exceptional 
professional service levels and support to clients and stakeholders through:

•	 attracting,	developing	and	retaining	high-performing	employees	with	the	skills	and	
competencies to manage key internal business processes including marketing 
tiKZn as an investment promotion agency;

•	 enhancing	TIKZN’s	research	and	knowledge	capabilities	and	using	technology	as	
an enabler for its business;

•	 ensuring	corporate	governance	and	financial	reporting	standards	compliance	and
•	 advocating	 for	 a	 conducive	 business	 environment	 in	 KZN	 and	 marketing	 the	

province as a premier business destination.

KEy sErvICEs

tiKZn undertakes a diverse range of key activities and provides support services ensuring 
the successful promotion of business investment and trade development.

Such activities and support include:

•	 joint	venture	facilitation;
•	 business	linkages	between	small	and	big	businesses;
•	 timely	 provision	 of	 relevant	 and	 reliable	 information	 to	 potential	 and	 existing	

investors and traders;
•	 assisting	existing	and	new	investors	with	investment	and	export	marketing	incentive	

applications;
•	 applications	for	foreign	investor	business	permits;
•	 negotiating	for	local	government	incentives	on	investors’	behalf;
•	 providing	project	support	and	aftercare	services	to	investors;
•	 providing	assistance	to	emerging	international	traders;
•	 international	trade	enquiry	assistance;
•	 locating	suitable	premises	for	investors	and
•	 assisting	in	securing	project	and	operational	finance.
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sTrATEGIC pArTNErs

Via strategic partnerships, tiKZn has aligned itself with like-minded stakeholders to 
synergistically and consistently promote the Province’s attributes.

such linkages have seen several effective collaborations on projects including in and 
outbound missions, events and promotional activities designed to leverage the expansion 
of tiKZn’s business activities.

Key strategic partners include:

•	 public	entities;
•	 financial	institutions;
•	 tertiary	educational	and	research	institutions;
•	 business,	commerce	and	industry	associations;
•	 Business	Chamber	movements	provincially	and	nationally;
•	 economic	development	agencies;
•	 KZN	municipalities;	
•	 other	national	and	international	investment	promotion	agencies	and
•	 provincial	and	national	government	departments.

tiKZn is equipped with the professional expertise, experience and national and 
international networks to maintain and grow KZn’s competitive advantage as the premier 
investment destination and leader in export trade.
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06
LEGIsLATIvE ANd OThEr 

mANdATEs

tiKZn being a schedule 3c Public entity is required to comply with:

•	 Trade	&	Investment	KwaZulu-Natal	(TIKZN)	Act;
•	 Public	Finance	Management	Act	(PFMA);
•	 National	Development	Plan	(NDP);
•	 Treasury	Regulations;
•	 Policies	 and	 directives	 of	 Department	 of	 Economic	 Development,	 Tourism	 and	

environmental affairs (edtea);
•	 Provincial	and	National	Priorities;		
•	 Memorandum	of	Understanding	signed	with	various	countries	around	 the	world;	

and
•	 Provincial	Growth	and	Development	Plan.
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07
OrGANIsATIONAL sTrUCTUrE

7.1 BOArd OF dIrECTOrs

Dr JJ Van Zyl Dr MAI Velia Prof W Viviers 

Dr VF Mahlati Mr MA Tarr 

Ms LCZ Cele
deputy chairperson

Ms CM Cronjé
chairperson

Cllr DCP MazibukoMr GW Bell Mr CS Gina

Dr NS Msomi
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08
OvErvIEw OF ThE TrAdE & 
INvEsTmENT ENvIrONmENT 

Background

the financial year 2014/15 saw yet another slow improvement in the global economic 
activity, albeit in the middle of constant slashing of projected growth rates. these downward 
revisions of global economic growth rates were owing mainly to the continued uncertainty 
about the united states’ ability to operate outside the emergency mode of unprecedented 
low rates of interest first seen in the height of the global economic recession of 2009 
(0.25% to date). the anticipation for the us economy to normalise these rates, after often 
promising but volatile job creation figures, was an unbearable suspension for the rest of 
the globe, and in particular the developing countries that depend on portfolio capital.

Japan continued to battle sluggish economic expansion and excessive debt to gdP 
ratio (currently 227.2%), while china also experienced some cooling off in its economic 
expansion, due mainly to a change in its growth model from consumption-led to investment-
led. this spelled major implications for export-oriented economies, mostly african, which 
rely on china for the demand of their raw materials. 

the expansion in the us’ clean gas production sent the oil prices head-down to below $50 
per barrel in January 2015, significantly denting the pockets of oil-exporting economies, 
the main one in africa being nigeria. However, these prices have since recovered and are 
expected to remain around $65 per barrel for the good part of 2015.

on the domestic front, the south african economy recorded a 1.3% (q-o-q) growth rate 
in the first quarter of 2015, following 4.1% in the last quarter of 2014. the country’s 
unemployment rate for the same quarter was 26.4% from 24.3% in the previous quarter 
(Q4:2014). this is the highest rate on unemployment south africa has ever recorded; not 
even during the hardship years of 2008—2009. at this rate, south africa now has the 
highest unemployment rates of all developing and developed economies of the world, 
apart from a few smaller economies that are not in the same level of development.

Trade analysis 

Import or destination markets

the World trade organisation (Wto) estimates that goods worth us$18.8 trillion were 
bought in 2014, compared to us$18.7 trillion in 2013. the world’s largest destination 
markets in 2014 were the united states of america, china, germany, Japan and the others 
as depicted in figure 8.1. 
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Figure 8.1: World largest destination markets, 2014 (% share of world imports)
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Mineral fuels, oils, distillation products, etc; electrical, electronic equipment; Machinery, 
nuclear reactors, boilers; Vehicles other than railway; and the other products depicted in 
figure 8.2 were the most traded import products.

Figure 8.2: World’s most traded export products, 2014 (% of world imports)
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Export products

the trade pattern was similar on the export side, with all optical apparatus reported ahead 
of plastics and related products.

The South African story

south africa was the world’s 34th largest import market, importing goods worth us$99.9 
billion in 2014, a decrease from us$103.44 billion recorded in 2013.

the country was the 40th largest export market, supplying the other markets with 
merchandise valued at us$90.61 billion, which value was also a decline from us$95.11 
billion reported in 2013.
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While the south african exchange rate of the rand to the us dollar was at its lowest in 
a decade, the country’s trade balance, which could otherwise have benefited from the 
cheap currency and boosted exports, was a wider –us$9.28 billion, from –us$8.33 billion 
recorded in 2013. 

this could partly be explained by a decrease in demand for the country’s goods by its 
major export markets such as china, the us and Japan. south africa’s inclusion of the 
BLns (Botswana, Lesotho, namibia and swaziland) countries in its reporting of trade 
statistics since 2013, and interpolation of the trade figures, continues to cushion the 
country’s trade deficit. in fact, Botswana and namibia, which featured as the country’s 4th 
and 5th largest destination markets, imported more goods in 2014 than they did in 2013, 
and indication of the growing importance of the african market to south africa’s future 
international trade survival.

The KwaZulu-Natal story

Quantec estimates that in 2014, the provincial trade was valued at r111.2 billion, from 
r88.8 billion in 2013 (revised down from r92.0 billion). at this level, the provincial trade 
was 11.5% of the south africa total of r963.0 billion in the same year. unmistakably, motor 
vehicles, raw aluminium and aluminium plates, rolled stainless steel, titanium, niobium 
tantalum, vanadium, zirconium and other ores, were high on the list of export products.

Figure 8.3: KwaZulu-Natal’s top export products, 2014 cf 2013 (% of total exports)
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the united states was still the province’s leading export market. following the south 
african revenue services’ (sars)  reporting of south africa’s trade with fellow member 
countries of the south african customs union (sacu) – the BLns countries – all these 
countries feature in south africa’s top 10 african export markets, and two feature in the 
country’s overall leading destination markets. Quantec has also attempted to estimate 
provincial trade statistics with these BLns countries, and, for the first time, namibia and 
Botswana are in the province’s top 10 markets. Japan, the uK, china and the netherlands 
were some of the province’s stalwart markets still in the leading group.  the top 10 leading 
markets now contain 50% african, 10% other developing (i.e china), and 40% developed 
economies.

Figure 8.4: KwaZulu-Natal’s leading export markets, 2014 cf 2013 (% of total exports)
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International investment

Inflows 

the united nations conference on trade and development (unctad) estimates that in 
2014, global foreign direct investment (fdi) inflows amounted to some us$1.26 trillion, 
an 8% decrease from us$1.36 recorded in 2013.

developing economies made even larger strides in sealing their status as the majority 
recipients of fdi, becoming destinations for some us$704 billion in fdi inflows (or 55.9%), 
and china made history to become the world’s largest recipient of fdi inflows, attracting 
investment estimated at $128.5 billion, and Hong Kong china was the second biggest 
recipient at $103.3 billion. at this rate, both countries’ performance surpassed the us 
($92.4 billion) and canada ($53.9 billion), the only two individual countries with the history 
of largest inward fdi flows. at $257.6 billion, if the european union (eu) was one country 
like the us, it would have been the only country ahead of china.

While total fdi inflows declined on average worldwide and inflows to the developed 
countries particularly declined by 14%, inflows to this group of economies increased by 
4%. the highest growth rate in inward fdi was in asia (15%) and south asia in particular 
(23%). among the developed world, though, europe recorded the highest increase of all 
areas at 36%.
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The African story

africa’s share of global fdi inflows was still a minimal us$54 billion, the smallest of all 
major regions. fdi inflows to the region fell by 3% (from us$56 billion in 2013), largely 
accounted for by a decrease in fdi inflows to north africa. 

north africa saw its fdi inflows decline 15 per cent to $11.5 billion. fdi fell overall in the 
region because of tension and conflict in some countries such as Libya, despite significant 
inflows in others. fdi flows to West africa declined by 10 per cent to $12.8 billion, as 
ebola, security issues and falling commodity prices negatively affected several countries. 
east africa saw its fdi flows increasing by 11 per cent, to $6.8 billion. fdi rose in the gas 
sector in the united republic of tanzania, and ethiopia is becoming a hub for Mnes in 
garments and textiles. central africa received $12.1 billion of fdi in 2014, up 33 per cent 
from 2013. fdi flows in congo almost doubled, reaching $5.5 billion as foreign investors 
were undeterred, despite falling commodity prices. the democratic republic of the congo 
continued to attract notable flows. southern africa received $10.8 billion of fdi in 2014, 
down 2.4 per cent from 2013. While south africa remained the largest host country in the 
region ($5.7 billion, down 31 per cent from 2013), Mozambique played a significant role 
in attracting fdi ($4.9 billion), driven by its potential as one of the world’s largest liquefied 
natural gas exporters.

on a positive note, africa saw cross-border M&a’s sales increase by 41% to us$5.4 billion, 
as investors looked to tap into africa’s growing consumer markets. Private equity firms and 
Middle east investors also played a role. in nigeria, significant cross-border M&a growth 
to us$1.3 billion, especially into consumer-orientated sectors, helped counterbalance the 
decline in fdi to other sectors, stemming the level at us$4.9 billion.

Outflows 

fdi outflows were an estimated us$1.34 trillion, a 6.2% increase from us$1.26 trillion 
in 2013. transnational corporations (tncs) from developing economies alone invested 
almost half a trillion us dollar abroad − a 30% increase from the previous year, and their 
share in global foreign direct investment (fdi) outflows reached a record of 36%, up from 
12% in 2007, the year prior to the financial crisis.

The game changer

for the first time, developing asia has become the world’s largest investor region with 
us$440 billion (or 34% of total outward fdi) invested, followed by north america (us$390 
billion) and europe (us$286 billion). Hong Kong (china) and china were the second and 
the third largest investors in the world, after the united states. 

among 20 largest investors, nine were either from developing or transition economies 
(figure).

total investments from africa decreased by 21% in 2014, to us$11 billion, while intra-
african investments rose significantly during the year. south african tncs reportedly 
invested in telecommunications, mining and retail while those from nigeria focused largely 
on financial services. 

Conclusions 

it is evident that the developing part of the world is slowly becoming the place to do 
business. in relation to investment inflows, africa is not doing very well, and needs to 
work on the investment environment to make international investment feel at home. at $55 
billion shared between the countries in the entire region, this is equivalent to fdi inflows 
into canada, a single country.
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the fluctuation in prices of commodities is more than a wakeup call for africa to diversify 
investments into other sectors so as to avoid economic excessive volatility. this goes hand 
in hand in investing in the continent’s human capital for skills transfer, and technological 
infrastructure for increase efficiency and profitability and the general wellbeing of all 
africans.

OvErvIEw OF ThE OrGANIsATIONAL 
ENvIrONmENT
the organisation’s operations are managed by the ceo appointed by the tiKZn Board. 
there are executive managers appointed to each tiKZn Business unit reporting directly 
to the ceo. each unit has a professional team of officials responsible for implementing 
strategic indicators to achieve tiKZn’s strategic objectives. currently the Business units 
are: 

•	 Finance	(including	Supply	Chain	Management).
•	 Corporate	 Services	 (Incorporating	 Human	 Resources	 and	 Marketing	 &	

communications).
•	 Investment	Promotion	and	Facilitation	(including	Business	Retention	and	Expansion.
•	 Export	Development	and	Promotion.
•	 Knowledge	Management	(including	ICT).
•	 Office	 of	 the	 CEO	 (which	 includes	 the	 Gauteng	 Office,	 Policy	 Advocacy	 and	

strategy).

during the year under review the tiKZn budget approved by the department of economic 
development, tourism and environmental affairs for the current medium-term expenditure 
framework was r73.4 million and includes an additional r4 million approved by treasury in 
2013. the funds are managed and spent in line with the PfMa and treasury regulations. 
the board held its strategic plan for 2014-19 and aligned tiKZn’s vision, mission and 
strategic objectives to the five-year plan.

KEy pOLICy dEvELOpmENTs ANd LEGIsLATIvE 
ChANGEs
there have been no policy changes to the entity’s mandate.

Strategic Outcome-Oriented Goals

the following are strategic performance objectives endorsed by the tiKZn board:

•	 Improve	market	visibility	and	increase	brand	awareness	of	TIKZN	services	locally	
and internationally 

•	 Promote	effective	and	inclusive	stakeholder	engagements
•	 Comply	with	national	and	provincial	Treasury	regulatory	reporting	standards.
•	 Improve	human	capability	to	create	an	effective	and	efficient	organisation	
•	 Improve	organisational	effectiveness	and	efficiency	through	the	use	of	information	

technology
•	 Promote	and	facilitate	new	fixed	investments	in	the	KZN	Province.
•	 Promote	and	develop	exports	from	the	KZN	Province.
•	 Advocate	for	a	conducive	business	environment	in	the	KZN	Province.
•	 Enhance	 TIKZN	 research	 and	 knowledge	 capabilities	 to	 effectively	 disseminate	

comprehensive business intelligence to stakeholders. 
•	 To	be	a	leader	and	central	point	of	contact	for		trade	and	investment	engagements
•	 To	 facilitate	 trade	 and	 investment	 opportunities	 in	 the	 KZN	 Province	 (Gauteng	

office)
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the key organisational strategic objectives are encapsulated in the following four 
programmes, with measurable indicators:

•	 Corporate	Services
•	 Investment	Promotion	and	Facilitation
•	 Export	Development	and	Promotion	
•	 Knowledge	Management	

the achievements made in terms of the above strategic outcome-oriented goals are 
outlined under the performance information section (Page 27-39).

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS

improve market visibility and increase brand awareness of tiKZn’s services locally and 
internationally (Marketing and communications)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of tar-
geted brand 
awareness 
campaigns 
implemented 
(domestic and 
international)

n/a 4 6 2

as a result 
of tiKZns 
relationship 
with dube 
trade port 
more cam-
paigns were 
realised in the 
financial year, 
than were 
planned.

number of 
relevant pos-
itive stories 
published in 
external me-
dia platforms 
on tiKZn

21 4 18 14

an aggressive 
marketing 
campaign 
was entered 
into in order 
to gener-
ate positive 
stories for the 
organisation. 
this cam-
paign includ-
ed products 
such as 
municipal 
road shows, 
east3route 
and the giBs 
/ecr Busi-
ness Break-
fast
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Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
collabora-
tive market 
awareness 
campaigns in 
partnership 
with govern-
ment and 
agencies

n/a 3 7 4

in order to 
maximise 
provincial 
market 
awareness 
campaigns 
for the prov-
ince tiKZn, 
tourism KZn 
and dube 
tradePort in-
creased their 
activities

number of 
businesses 
and fig-
ureheads  
located in 
and outside 
KZn actively 
solicited and 
utilised "as 
tiKZn brand 
ambassadors"

n/a 2 2
target 
met

target met

number of 
formal re-
lationships 
established 
with local, 
regional and 
international 
marketing 
stakeholders

n/a 4 4
target 
met

target met
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Stakeholder Engagements

Promote effective and inclusive stakeholder engagements  (Marketing and communications) 

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
stakeholder 
engagement 
sessions 
hosted to pro-
mote tiKZn 
and the KZn 
Province

3 4 5 1

With the need 
to develop 
the KZn 
value prop-
osition, an 
additional 
stakeholder 
session with 
Heads of 
Marketing 
from various 
entities was 
hosted.

number of 
brand mar-
keting events 
undertaken in 
conjunction 
with business 
units in strate-
gic markets

n/a 3 4 1

collabo-
ration with 
investment 
Promotion 
unit, gauteng 
office, export 
unit, destina-
tion Market-
ing and the 
KZn film 
commission 
resulted in  
target being 
exceeded

number of 
media en-
gagements 
undertaken 
locally and 
internationally

14 4 6 2

as a result 
of extensive 
marketing 
of the eas-
t3route 
seminar 
target was 
exceeded

number of 
municipal 
road shows 
undertaken

21 3 3 target met target met

number 
of formal 
relationships 
established 
with local, 
regional and 
international 
marketing 
stakeholders

n/a 4 7 3

a process of 
establishing 
relations with 
the aim of 
entering into  
of  specific 
Mou's is tak-
ing place
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FINANCE

comply with national and provincial treasury regulatory reporting standards. (office of the 
chief financial officer)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

to achieve an 
unqualified 
audit

unqualified 
audit

unqualified 
audit

unqualified 
audit

target 
met

relevant 
legislation 
is complied 
with. recom-
mendations 
from the 
auditor gen-
eral, internal 
audit, Board 
of directors 
and tiKZn 
audit com-
mittee were 
implemented.

Percentage of 
Bee suppliers 
in procure-
ment spend-
ing

100% 75% 84.5% 9.5%

as a result of 
our suppliers 
becoming 
Bee compli-
ant this has 
increased 
the percent-
age rating of 
Bee suppli-
ers used by 
tiKZn

Percentage 
of internal 
audit findings 
resolved prior 
to ag audit

n/a 90% 93% 3%
25 of 27 audit 
findings were 
resolved

Percent-
age of risks 
identified 
and resolved 
(as identified 
through the 
risk manage-
ment process 
and docu-
mented in the 
risk register)

n/a 90% 94% 4%
29 of 31 
risks were 
resolved
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HUMAN RESOURCES

Strategic Objectives

improving human capital capability to create an effective and efficient organisation. 
(Human resources).

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

staff perfor-
mance rating

67.5% 75% 70% (5%)

the organi-
sation expe-
rienced high 
staff turnover 
resulting in the 
recruitment of 
high number 
of people. in-
tegrating them 
into the new 
culture of the 
organisation 
and teach-
ing them the 
ways of doing 
business was 
a prolonged 
process. 

number of 
employees 
identified for 
succession 
planning and 
undertaking 
training and 
development 
programmes

1 4 12 8

additional 
employees 
were identi-
fied due to 
their potential 
recognised

number of 
trade and in-
vestment in-
dustry related 
programmes 
facilitated 
for tiKZn 
employees

5 4 8 4

the eXco 
identified 
areas where 
there are 
certain skills 
gaps. these 
gaps were 
addressed by 
targeted train-
ing sessions.

Percentage 
compliance 
to relevant 
H.r. legisla-
tive frame-
works

100% 100% 100%
target 
met

target met
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Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

Percentage 
of grievances 
and dispute 
cases ad-
dressed and 
resolved

100% 100% 100%
target 
met

target met

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

improve organisational effectiveness and efficiency through the utilisation of information 
technology

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement 

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target  
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

Percentage 
of queries 
attended to in 
line with sLa

sP appointed 
end March

91% 100% 9.0%

reported 
issues were 
addressed 
within the sLa 
parameters.

Percentage 
of it systems 
uptime and 
availability

99% 95% 99.9% 4.9%

there was 
no reported 
downtime.

Percentage of 
it audit find-
ings resolved

87.5% 80% 82.4% 2.4%
14 of 17 audit 
queries have 
been resolved

Percentage 
of it requests 
addressed 
within speci-
fied sLa turn-
around time 
with internal 
business 
units

n/a 91% 100% 9.0%

all reported 
issues were 
addressed 
within the sLa 
hours
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INVESTMENT PROMOTION AND FACILITATION:

Promote the KZn province as an investment destination of choice. (facilitation of pre-
investment opportunities)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

rand value of 
new invest-
ment projects 
committed.

r1,3bn r1,4bn r1,680bn r280m

in order to 
quantify the 
total in-
vestments 
achieved, 
the value of 
expansion 
projects was 
incorporated.

number of 
potential 
jobs created 
through new 
projects

5361 1900 4564 2664

of the elev-
en projects 
committed in 
the financial 
year two large 
projects will 
be responsible 
for over 2800 
jobs thereby 
increasing the 
number of po-
tential jobs.

number of 
new invest-
ment op-
portunities 
facilitated for 
stakeholders 
in conjunction 
with seZs, 
industrial 
hubs, district 
and Municipal 
iPas

7 12 27 15

improved 
relationships 
between 
tiKZn, idZ 
and industrial 
hubs, Munic-
ipal iPas, etc 
has resulted in 
an increased 
number of 
opportunities 
facilitated for 
stakeholders.

number of 
investment 
projects 
added to the 
investment 
pipeline

n/a 80 81 1

Projects 
converted 
internally, 
as well as 
qualified leads 
received from 
the gauteng 
office, are 
having a posi-
tive impact on 
the number 
of projects 
added to the 
pipeline.
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BUSINESS RETENTION AND EXPANSION

develop and retain KZn Businesses. (facilitation of post-investment opportunities)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target  
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
companies 
retained / 
expanded

13 20 20
target 
met

target met

number of 
business 
permits, 
incentive 
and finance 
applications 
facilitated

n/a 20 25 5

the number of 
applications 
facilitated have 
increased due 
to incentives 
offered by dti

number of 
Business 
development 
programmes 
facilitated 
with indus-
try strategic 
partners (in-
cluding youth 
and women 
programmes)

n/a 4 11 7

tiKZn lever-
aged off its 
partnership 
with strategic 
partners

number of 
Municipality 
Business 
retention & 
expansion 
programmes 
implemented.

15 6 10 4

the support 
from the various 
Municipalities 
has contributed 
to the success 
of this pro-
gramme

number of 
jobs cre-
ated from 
company 
expansions 
and retained 
company 
operations.

5966 6000 1614 (4386)

the expansions 
realised in this 
financial year 
have been more 
capital intensive 
as a result few-
er employment 
opportunities 
were created.
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EXPORT DEVELOPMENT AND PROMOTION PROGRAMME:

Promote exports from KZn Province (export Promotion)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement 

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target  
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

new export 
markets 
accessed for 
KZn compa-
nies

72 64 67 3

timeous 
feedback from 
companies 
attending trade 
missions has 
improved. 
this feedback 
entails sales 
and orders 
received.

KZn compa-
nies assisted 
with mar-
ket access 
initiatives into 
strategic ex-
port markets, 
including the 
Brics, tra-
ditional and 
specific afri-
can markets

109 64 103 39

there is an 
increase in 
interest from 
KZn compa-
nies wishing to 
access foreign 
markets.

number of 
KZn compa-
nies assisted 
with provin-
cial and na-
tional export 
incentives

n/a 40 117 77

interest shown 
by KZn com-
panies in 
accessing 
export incen-
tives is steadily 
increasing.

number of 
current KZn 
export com-
panies that 
successfully 
completed 
the export 
development 
programme

n/a 32 34 2

tiKZn's strate-
gic relationship 
with PuM and 
Productivity sa 
has contributed 
to the number 
of companies 
trained.

number 
of emerg-
ing export 
companies 
successfully 
completed 
export devel-
opment pro-
gramme and 
are export 
ready

n/a 19 19
target 
met

target met
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Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement 

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target  
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number 
of export 
awareness 
promotional 
initiatives 
conducted 
(export Week, 
export Break-
fast, Lunches, 
Launches)

n/a 4 16 12

number of ex-
port awareness 
sessions has 
increased over 
the last finan-
cial year, as a 
result of tokens 
increased ser-
vice offerings.

POLICY ADVOCACY

create a conducive business environment for trade and investment. (Policy advocacy)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
advocacy 
submissions 
to relevant 
authorities

10 4 5 1

due to collab-
oration with 
the durban 
chamber 
tiKZn ex-
ceeded its 
target

number of 
advocacy 
interventions 
identified and 
facilitated by 
tiKZn

9 8 8 target met target met

number of 
advocacy in-
dustry round-
table ses-
sions hosted 
with strategic 
partners

n/a 4 4 target met target met
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

generate and disseminate business information to key stakeholders. (research and 
information)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement 

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target  
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number 
of mac-
ro-economic 
research 
reports de-
veloped and 
disseminated

17 18 18 target met

target met

number of 
sector anal-
ysis reports 
developed 
and dissemi-
nated

9 12 18 6

the sector 
specialists 

were each set 
an additional 
deliverable 
of a sector 
strategy.

number 
of product 
opportunities 
packaged for 
export and 
disseminated

49 8 9 1

an additional 
study was 
conducted 
following a 

request from 
the export 

development 
and Promotion 

unit

number of 
high impact 
investment 
opportunities 
packaged 
and dissemi-
nated in con-
junction with 
investment 
Promotion 
and relevant 
stakeholders

8 8 9 1

the unit 
packaged an 

additional high 
impact project 
due to an op-
portunity that 
arose out of a 
sector study.
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OFFICE OF THE CEO 

to be a leader and central point of contact for trade and investment  engagements

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
High-level 
stakehold-
er sessions 
hosted

13 2 4 2

there has been 
an increase in 
interest in KZn 
from foreign 
delegations to 
have strategic 
engagements 
with tiKZn.

number of 
interventions 
facilitated 
through the 
Project Brok-
ering unit

n/a 2 8 6

there was an 
increase in the 
number of inter-
ventions identi-
fied

number of 
inter-gov-
ernmental 
relations 
activities 
facilitated

n/a 4 7 3

three additional 
intergovern-
mental relations 
sessions were 
held within this 
year.

number of 
strategic 
partnerships 
with munic-
ipalities de-
veloped and 
formalised

n/a 2 3 1

one  additional 
session was 
hosted with 
saLga

THE GAUTENG OFFICE

facilitate trade and investment opportunities into the KZn Province (gauteng office)

Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
business 
development 
opportunities 
generated for 
KwaZulu-na-
tal (invest-
ment and 
exports)

n/a 20 30 10

increased 
awareness has 
resulted in the 
target being 
exceeded
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Performance 
Indicator

Actual 
Achievement 

2013/14

Planned 
Target 

2014/15

Actual 
Achievement

2014/15

Variance 
from 

Target 
2014/15

Comment on 
Deviations

number of 
qualified 
trade and 
investment 
leads gen-
erated from 
gauteng

n/a 20 32 12

increased 
awareness has 
resulted in the 
target being 
exceeded

number of 
international 
organisation-
al / foreign 
gauteng 
hosted inves-
tor sessions

n/a 6 10 4

as a result of 
engagements 
with foreign 
missions tiKZn 
has had addi-
tional investor 
sessions in 
gauteng

number 
of inward 
investment 
and buying 
missions 
recruited for 
KZn

n/a 4 24 20

there has been 
an overwhelm-
ing increase in 
requests from 
diplomatic 
missions and 
trade offices 
for tiKZn to 
host delega-
tions from their 
respective 
regions.

number of 
business 
development 
initiatives 
undertaken in 
strategic for-
eign markets

n/a 4 4
target 
met

due to the ca-
pacity available 
in the office, 
the target was 
met in line with 
the aPP

number of 
sector-spe-
cific business 
linkage ses-
sions host-
ed for KZn 
companies

n/a 6 7 1

as a result of 
closer collab-
oration with 
internal busi-
ness units an 
additional ses-
sion was held.
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09
TrAdE & INvEsTmENT 

KwAZULU-NATAL prOGrAmmEs

dEpArTmENTAL rEpOrTs

mArKETING ANd COmmUNICATIONs 

the Marketing and communications unit (Mcu) provides support to organisational 
marketing needs like the corporate brand, media and public relations, event management, 
stakeholder engagements and general marketing.  the unit identifies and creates platforms 
for branding and positioning tiKZn domestically and internationally. 

Stakeholder and Media Engagements

Media is imperative in the build-up and enrolment of any major event. it is equally important 
in achieving the communication objectives of the event, showcasing participants and 
their projects and highlighting the success of these initiatives. Media engagement for 
the organisation was pro-actively managed and leveraged to ensure the successful 
execution of tiKZn projects. during the 2014/2015 financial year tiKZn hosted one media 
engagement stakeholder session to create awareness of its services and to build and 
sustain media relations. tiKZn was also hosted by gagasi fM, east coast radio and 
Vuma fM to promote the agency and its services.

District Municipality Road Shows

during the year under review tiKZn hosted three district municipal road shows as part of 
the stakeholder and awareness campaign to improve the awareness of tiKZn’s services 
and strengthen working relationships with municipalities. the municipalities visited were; 
ugu, Harry gwala and amajuba district municipalities.

east3ROUTE

KZn hosted the east3route investment seminar for the first time during the year under 
review. this seminar was organised by the east3route partners led by tiKZn. the 
seminar provides an engagement platform on regional tourism and related economic 
activities. Key is creating a dialogue between private and public sector economic role 
players to debate issues facing development in the cross-border regions.

Frontier Advisory Thought Leadership Sponsored Events

tiKZn hosted two frontier forum breakfast session in partnership with dube tradeport, 
richards Bay industrial development Zone and the edtea affairs to bring thought 
leadership to the KZn market while profiling and promoting the organisation and 
highlighting initiatives on which it has embarked.
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Emnothweni Publication

the emnothweni newsletter is a dual-focus business publication and has undergone a 
visual transformation during the period under review. the publication profiles success 
stories in which tiKZn has played a major role and details the volume of business the 
province incubates and supports.

the focus change enables tiKZn to use the newsletter as a marketing tool and many of 
the companies profiled also use emnothweni as part of their communication collateral. 

East Coast Radio/GIBS Partnership

tiKZn’s ongoing partnership with the east coast radio is proving a valuable platform. 
tiKZn’s sponsorship of the annual gordon institute of Business (giBs) Business 
Breakfast has created widely-known and highly respected stakeholder session enabling 
the organisation to access a wide audience and increase the potential market with which 
it communicates.

EvENTs CALENdAr

EVENT AREA OF 
FOCUS

OUTCOMES

export training export/trade tiKZn provided export capacity building for 
specially selected members of business to up-
grade their skills in exporting their products.

Municipality Bre 
Programme

trade/Market-
ing

the Municipality Bre Programme is an interna-
tionally accredited programme adopted for and 
adapted to south african conditions. the pur-
pose is to create healthy, inclusive, sustainable 
and enterprising business communities. it is 
intended to work alongside other development 
initiatives in support of local business retention, 
expansion and new job creation.

south african 
automotive Week 
(saaW)

Manufacturing/
trade

south african automotive Week is the only au-
tomotive event in south africa and one of a few 
on the continent that focuses on component 
manufacturing and the opportunities for trade 
in the manufacturing and down and up-stream 
sectors. Held every two years, south african 
automotive Week, is the continent’s showcase 
for manufacturers of all vehicle components. a 
key feature is the unprecedented level of partic-
ipation from policy makers, government agen-
cies, industry associations and manufacturers.

south african 
international trade 
and exhibition 
(saiteX)

export/trade africa’s largest business opportunities show-
case provides a successful platform for in-
ternational companies wanting to enter the 
increasingly lucrative african market and for 
african businessmen looking to establish viable 
businesses targeting the disposable incomes of 
africa’s rapidly expanding middle-class popula-
tion. 
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EVENT AREA OF 
FOCUS

OUTCOMES

national Localisa-
tion indaba

Manufacturing/
trade

the national Localisation indaba addresses the 
barriers facing the automotive manufacturing 
industry. the event was hosted by the durban 
automotive cluster (dac) and sponsored by 
trade & investment KwaZulu-natal (tiKZn) 
and brought together public and private sector 
players from the manufacturing sector to net-
work and promote the growth of south africa’s 
automotive manufacturing industry.

durban Boat and 
Lifestyle show

Manufacturing/ 
export/trade/
Marketing

the show takes place in durban around the 
harbour and products are exhibited to boating 
and outdoor lifestyle enthusiasts from around 
the country.

decorex Johan-
nesburg

Manufacturing/
trade

decoreX is the finest and well branded decor 
design and lifestyle exhibition. the theme for 
this year is “design your life”, with the widest 
variety of ideas and information to inspire buy-
ers, exhibitors and business manufactures.

Vodacom durban 
July

Marketing KZn hosts africa’s greatest Horseracing event 
which is an essential networking tool for busi-
ness

tiKZn interna-
tional stakeholder 
dinner

gauteng/Mar-
keting

120 representatives from international organ-
isations attended with representation from 92 
countries. strategic update on developments 
were provided.

amajuba Munici-
pality road show

Marketing a series of tiKZn road shows sought to unlock 
investment and economic opportunities across 
KwaZulu-natal

Joint event with 
frontier advisory

Kzn dtP, rBidZ, KZngf provided an overview of 
the services and opportunities available. these 
are themes events that focus on topical issues 
that affect the economy of the country

export Week Kwa-
Zulu-natal

export/trade, 
Marketing

the event recognises, promotes and assists 
growing KwaZulu-natal’s export business-
es and industries. through a comprehensive 
programme of activities, it provides professional 
development and information on growth sectors 
and market opportunities to KwaZulu-natal’s 
new and existing exporters and internationally 
focused businesses.

ugu district Mu-
nicipal road show

Marketing a series of tiKZn road shows seek to unlock 
investment and economic opportunities across 
KwaZulu-natal

east coast radio 
/gibbs executive 
Breakfast

Marketing the executive breakfast was sponsored by 
trade & investment KwaZulu-natal. this part-
nership between tiKZn, giBs and east coast 
radio comprised speakers who shared key 
insights under the theme strategy, transforma-
tion and Branding. 

Harry gwala dis-
trict Municipality 
road show

Marketing a series of tiKZn road shows sought to unlock 
investment and economic opportunities across 
KwaZulu-natal
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inVestMent ProMotion

this programme is three fold in that it consists of 

•	 Investment	facilitation	that	attracts	investments	into	the	province	of	KwaZulu-Natal;
•	 Destination	Marketing	that	promotes	the	province	of	KwaZulu-Natal	as	a	premier	

investment destination;
•	 Business	Retention	and	Expansion	that	maintains	existing	businesses	throughout	

the province.

the financial year 2014/2015 yielded positive results in facilitating and securing new 
investments as well as retaining and expanding existing businesses. during this period 
trade & investment KwaZulu-natal (tiKZn) committed a total of 12 new investment projects 
and 17 business retention and expansion projects into KZn to the value of r1.68bn for the 
year under review, in excess of the r1,4bn target.  

COMMITTED PROJECTS FOR 2014/15

NO PROJECT NAME VALUE 
R’ million

1 uMzimkulu industrial Holdings 187.2

2 eureka capital 120

3 samsung 221

4 Menzengwenya Mbazwana & Mabaso Plantations 100

5 Miracle communications 70

6 J strickland 25

7 Heatwave 3.8

8 abaqulusi Hospital 90

9 east coast call centres 150

10 Quindel 250

11 Burcap Plastics 50

12 KMa – sa 50

total new projects 1 317
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COMPANIES EXPANDED/ RETAINED

NO PROJECT NAME VALUE 
R’ million

1 talk international 11.0

2 Pakco 76.6

3 Bakhresa sa 130.6

4 You there call centre 2.5

5 Preemal investments 52.0

6 tyco engineering 4.0

7 red Berry Butchery 27.0

8 eVa industries 12.5

9 Manchem 5.5

10 rock solid industries 0.1

11 Braceable engineering 12.6

12 Monyetla Work readiness funding
Pc training
auxor investment t/a Performance call centre
nedbank Ltd

cci
Velocity
companies pay in contribution

2.2
1.1
2.2

5.5
1.1
2.0

total = 14.1

total expansion / retention 348.5

totaL rand VaLue for iP – r1 680 506 399 (r1 68bn)

INWARD AND OUTWARD MISSIONS

INWARD MISSIONS

Part of tiKZn’s facilitation and promotion is to generate credible leads. this is done by 
hosting foreign business delegations and strategic links with foreign embassies. the 
following are some of the in-bound delegations that visited the province in the year under 
review from a total of 23:

Inward Mission

Country Event Name Outcome

Poland
a Polish 
delegation

tiKZn hosted a Business delegation from the Wiekopolska 
region of Poland comprising of 8 companies and 3 officials. 
the companies were manufactures of appliances, alumin-
ium products, food staff and a bus manufacturer. tiKZn 
compiled a programme of activities in conjunction with KZn 
otP and ethekwini Municipality that included visits to key 
strategic projects such as dube tradeport and the Port of 
durban as well as arranged one-on-one business meetings. 
solaris, the bus company has since proceeded with pogres-
sive discussion with ethekwini transport with regard to the 
manufacture of buses. 
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Inward Mission

Country Event Name Outcome

denmark
dreamland 
Piggery 
Project

company keen to establish piggery in KwaZulu-natal. com-
pany originally referred by ifu and information provisioning 
done. company visited KZn in december. objective of this 
visit was to view potential farms.  Programme facilitated by 
iP Promoters have declared interest in making an offer on 
one of the farms viewed.

uK

uKti dele-
gation from 
north east 
region

Business delegation accompanies by Baroness scotland 
visited KZn. tiKZn assisted with providing list of companies 
invited to business networking session and assisted with 
providing overview of the province and opportunities. Host-
ed by destination Marketing and edPu. one of the busi-
nesses, alexander dennis, a bus manufacturer has declared 
an interest in manufacturing in KZn following a meeting with 
ethekwini transport. the company is expected in KwaZu-
lu-natal in april.

thailand
royal thai 
embassy

delegation from embassy trade section requested to view 
infrastructure at richards Bay and richards Bay industrial 
development Zone to gain overview of investment oppor-
tunities. the embassy met with toyota for briefing on an 
upcoming Ministerial visit from thailand and handed an 
award to toyota sa.

OUTWARD MISSIONS

twelve outward missions were done in the year in review. some of the missions are as 
follows: 

Outward Missions

Country Event Name Outcome

usa

World forum 
for foreign 
direct invest-
ments

tiKZn hosted a luncheon for key stakeholders. Meetings 
were also arranged with the south african consular general 
to new York. a presentation showcasing south africa and 
KwaZulu-natal as an investment destination was made to 
key stakeholders where tongaat Hulett and dube tradePort 
material was provided. Meetings were also held in atlanta 
as a follow-up to earlier visits by the Mec and ceo.

germany
sMM 2014 in 
Hamburg

the sMM international exhibition and conference was a fo-
rum developed around the maritime industry. tiKZn partici-
pated in an exhibition at this bi-annual event along with KZn 
companies from the maritime industry. 

china
dti china 
road shows

tiKZn participated in a road show series to the key chi-
nese financial centres in Hong Kong, shenzhen, chengdu, 
shanghai and Beijing to elevate awareness of the organ-
isation and province beyond export. this is especially for 
outward investment organisations and other chinese institu-
tional funds.

uK
Business 
Breakfast in 
London

a business breakfast targeting institutional investors and the 
BPo sector was hosted in conjunction with contact centre 
expo. it was attended by 22 representatives of the BPo, 
automotive and investment sectors. a strong new lead was 
generated for a company wishing to set up a call centre and 
VoiP operations in KwaZulu-natal. 
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Business retention and eXPansion

Investment Promotion - Business Retention and Expansion

the Business retention and expansion unit (Breu) focuses on the retention and expansion 
of foreign and domestic investments in KZn. this is done through the development of 
business linkage opportunities encompassing a range of support services, opportunities 
and market identification analysis. 

•	 Company	Retention	and	Facilitation	Services	
in an increasingly competitive global foreign direct investment (fdi) market, tiKZn’s 
professional support services, networks and repository of cutting-edge data is used 
to assist at-risk businesses explore the full spectrum of the province’s competitive 
advantages to enable it to retain investors. Likewise, tiKZn provides high-level, 
practical support to businesses wishing to further exploit the provincial competitive 
advantages via expansion. tiKZn provided post-investment support via business 
permits, incentives and finance applications to 25 KZn companies, for 20 of such 
companies created 1627 job opportunities.

•	 Business	Development	Programmes	with	Strategic	Partners
tiKZn has embarked upon this initiative to assist firms with their development 
potential and to assist firms in identifying potential dynamic business partners that 
could bring new expertise, new technology, knowhow and linkages between small-
size firms and large scale firms and support institutions. By getting stakeholders 
and industry to collaborate, tiKZn implemented the following 11 initiatives:

•	 The	2014	National	Localisation	Indaba	with	the	Durban	Automotive	Cluster.	
•	 The	2014	Durban	Boat	and	Lifestyle	Show.
•	 Various	Exhibitions	(DECOREX	2014,	SAITEX	2014,	Source	Africa	2014,	SA	

automotive Week 2014).
•	 The	2014	UK	Call	Centre	Conference	and	Exhibition.
•	 New	Immigration	Act	Workshop.
•	 Revised	 BBBEE	 Codes	 and	 Amended	 Employment	 Equity	 Act	 Workshop	

held with the Howick chamber of commerce, southern africa stainless 
steel development association, durban chemical cluster and the durban 
automotive cluster.

•	 Municipality	BRE	Programmes
the Municipality Business retention and expansion (Bre) Programme is an 
internationally accredited programme adopted for and adapted to south african 
conditions. the purpose of this programme is to create healthy, inclusive, sustainable 
and enterprising business communities in each Municipality. it is intended to work 
alongside other development initiatives in support of local business retention, 
expansion and new job creation. tiKZn has commenced with the implementation 
of the Municipality Bre Programme in:

•	 uMngeni	Municipality
•	 Kokstad	Municipality
•	 uMtshezi	Municipality
•	 Mooi	River	Mpofana	Municipality
•	 Hibiscus	Coast	Municipality
•	 Emnambithi/Ladysmith	Municipality
•	 uBuhlebezwe	Municipality
•	 Newcastle	Municipality
•	 Endumeni	Municipality
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eXPort deVeLoPMent and ProMotion

tiKZn had a productive year in 2014/15 operational year in the export promotion, having 
embarked on a number of local and international initiatives that covered a range of sectors 
across several key international markets, with a particular emphasis on increasing KZn 
exports into africa.

its operational activities include:

•	 Planning	and	participating	in	outward	selling	missions
•	 Joint	participation	with	KZN-based	companies	at	exhibitions
•	 Implementing	exporter	trade	programmes
•	 Disseminating	information	and	Trade	Leads	
•	 Arranging	and	implementing	emerging	and	existing	export	programmes
•	 Providing	responses	on	trade	related	enquiries
•	 Hosting	Export	Workshops	for	existing	and	seasoned	Exporters	
•	 Assisting	with	exporter	registration	issues	and	queries	

TRAINING AND ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

•	 In	 the	 last	 financial	 year	 TIKZN	 successfully	 launched	 the	 PUM	 (Programma	
uitzending Managers – in dutch meaning ‘Manager deployment Programme’) 
PuM, funded by the netherlands Ministry of commerce, provides mentorship 
and connects companies and institutions in developing countries and emerging 
markets with senior experts from the netherlands who has gained at least 30 years 
of experience in a business environment. these senior experts voluntarily devote 
their knowledge to the execution of short-term, solid consultancy projects at an 
operational level. By consultancy standards the value of such mentorship per 
individual company could be between r180 000 – r200 000.  

•	 TIKZN	 has	 recruited	 eight	 (8)	 KZN	 companies	 to	 participate	 in	 this	 Mentorship	
Programme offered by PuM and subsidized by tiKZn and the dutch government. 
in order to show commitment, companies are charged a fee of r2000 each. 

•	 Through	the	PUM	programme	companies	have	generated	in	access	of	R65	million	
in sales from and intra-trade perspective.

•	 From	an	Emerging	Exporter	perspective	TIKZN	has	assisted	in	the	development	of	
19 companies during 2014/15 and arranged excess from an export development 
perspective for 35 existing and seasoned export companies.

Programmes Activities

• KZN Export Informational Portal: tiKZn in conjunction with the department of 
economic development tourism and environmental affairs launched the provincial 
exporter information Portal that provides relevant and up to date export related  
information to KZn companies. a number of useful tools such and export readiness 
assessment, cargo tracking and information on trade Blocks and agreements are 
available.  the portal is accessible to all KZn traders on www.exportkzn.co.za

•	 TIKZN	partnered	with	several	local	and	international	organizations	to	advance	and	
enhance the export competencies and capabilities of KZn companies during the 
year under review. some of these are outlined as follows: KZn fashion council; 
garlicke and Bousefield; Bureau Veritas, swiss import Promotion organisation 
(siPPo); centre for the Promotion of imports (netherlands); Productivity sa; dti; 
itrisa etc.
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Success Stories 

• Elangeni Oils and Soaps have reported the exports of 2 containers of soap 
products into africa as a result of the leads generated during their gulfood 2014 
participation. the company further reported that although many companies were 
setup and based in dubai, they were actually trading and shipping into these african 
regions as well. the estimated value of goods currently exported is sitting at about 
r500 000 and this is expected to increase and to exceed the 3 million rand mark in 
2015 financial year.

•	 SASSDA reported good engagements with one of the representatives of the Lusaka 
chamber during the Zambian international trade fair and there is a proposal to take 
out a delegation from KZn to Lusaka to establish a sassda chapter in Zambia. 
this would not also offer sassda services to Zambian companies but also provide 
an opportunity for Joint Venturing and skills transfers between KZn companies and 
Zambian companies

•	 Rock Solid Industries one of the companies participating in the PuM won a r7 
million contract from telkom through the intervention of the PuM facilitator who 
helped them prepare the bid proposal and accompanied them to the bid presentation 
in Johannesburg during the period of the PuM Mentorship programme. this has 
subsequently increased to over r60 million.

Event Date Sector Country Participants
interpolitex 21-24 october 2014 defence and 

security
russia 10

Botswana global 
expo 

17-19 november 
2014

Multi sector Botswana 12

Big 5 dubai 17-20 november 
2014

Building and 
construction

dubai 11

Waca - Mining 
exhibition in gha-
na*

20 – 22 May 2015 Mining and 
equipment

ghana 13

L’artigiano in fiera 28 november  – 8 
december 2014

arts and craft italy 14

nY now 31 January – 4 feb-
ruary 2015

arts and crafts usa 7

total 67

* Waca was funded and paid for in 2014 – 2015 financial year but was postponed to 
May 2015 because of the ebola Virus scare. 

Local Exhibitions

•	 Food	Hospitality	World	and	Good	Food	and	Wine	Show	(27th	to	29th	May	2014)
•	 Source	Africa	2014,	(18-20	June	2014)
•	 SAITEX	22-24	June	2014	-	Gallagher	Midrand

export Week (17 – 22 november 2014)

the 3rd annual KZN Export Week was held from 17 – 22 november 2014 in conjunction 
with the regent Business school. a total of 400 delegates participated in various sessions, 
from an emerging export session, a two day export summit and a final day Master class 
session focusing on “african export rising: Myths or reality”.  
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KNOwLEdGE mANAGEmENT

Knowledge Management (KM) refers to the multi-disciplined approach of effectively 
generating, preserving and using organisational knowledge to achieve organisational 
objectives. KM sets the strategic foresight for the organisation.

as “Your Knowledge Partner in Business”, tiKZn has elevated KM as a core business 
strategy with the business unit providing professional support services to sister 
departments, research and data and database management, information technology 
systems and organisational learning. the unit plays a direct role in shaping policy, sector 
intelligence development, project conceptualisation and packaging new investment 
opportunities and using KM as a tool to gain competitive advantage.

research is central to interactive learning, and is useful in defining general and contextual 
barriers to inclusive development. tiKZn collaborates with provincial partners contributing 
to breaking these barriers and creating development opportunities. 
 
Research and Information

the organization researched the trade and investment environment for the annual report 
and updated the investment protocol. research on quarterly trade and investment 
performance was done for ezomnotho and a tiKZn business database was constructed. 
this live document will be updated continuously. a profile of south africa’s bilateral 
and multilateral global agreements was produced and high-level sector overviews were 
produced on:

•	 The	South	African	tourism	sector;	
•	 The	South	African	clothing	and	textile	sector;	
•	 Potential	of	the	South	African	aeronautics	sector	and
•	 The	Halaal	industry.

Presentations were delivered at a durban chamber of commerce and industry (dcci) 
human resource forum meeting on what the prevailing economic landscape means for 
employers going forward; at the uthungulu Led forum meeting on the identified export 
opportunities study conducted for tiKZn by the north-West university and at the tiKZn 
road show and brand activation in uthungulu, ugu and amajuba district municipalities on 
trade and investment. 

tiKZn maintained a healthy mix of subscriptions to databases and various market 
intelligence sources to ensure the organisation and stakeholders are kept abreast on trade 
and investment issues.

Renewable Energy Agency: tiKZn collaborateds with the economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs department to establish a provincial energy agency 
and provincial renewable energy fund. Meetings were, held with the department of energy, 
national energy regulator of south africa (nersa), national treasury, eskom and various 
funders to gauge the appetite for this initiative. a cabinet lekgotla has given an in-principle 
commitment to support the initiative.

KZN Russia Opportunities Study: responding to a KZn cabinet request, tiKZn is 
working on a market intelligence report and commodity analysis to identify opportunities 
presented locally by the russian economy. the study outlines opportunities presented to 
KZn and seeks endorsement of a product list prioritised for promotion into russia.
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Hibiscus Economic Trends Report: the Hibiscus coast Municipality approached tiKZn 
to partner in producing their economic trends report. the request followed a June 2014 
road show in the ugu district. the municipality appreciated the tiKZn command of 
economic issues.  

Green Growth Conference: tiKZn collaborated with the economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs department in hosting the third annual green growth 
conference. this included the first industrial symbiosis workshop for the province, 
overseen by isL, an english company commissioned by the British High commission to 
roll out this programme in KZn and gauteng. the session was attended by 29 companies 
including richards Bay Minerals, eskom, ithala and nPc.

Sector Intelligence

tiKZn’s approach to sector intelligence is a multi-method, business to business and 
business to consumer market and tiKZn’s organisational research helps clients to build 
more innovative workplaces and identify new revenue opportunities, as well as secure and 
retain customers. in order to assist our clients, the following research was concluded on 
export products:

•	 Leather	and	footwear
•	 Rocket	stoves
•	 Catalytic	converters
•	 White	stoves	and	grillers
•	 Solar	water	heaters
•	 Pneumatic	tyres
•	 Fruit	and	vegetables	preserved	excl	vinegar
•	 Fish	farming
•	 Electronic	components

the following sector studies and plans were concluded in the year under review:

•	 Orthopedic	medical	supplies
•	 Anaerobic	digestion
•	 S	A	steel	industry
•	 Canned	fruit	and	vegetables	
•	 Medical	tourism
•	 Biomass
•	 SA	coal	industry
•	 Biotechnology	industry
•	 Upgrade	of	cruise	terminal
•	 Animation	and	gaming
•	 Automotive	LCV
•	 Samsung	value	chain	analysis
•	 Moringa	nutritional	products
•	 BRICS	countries	Automotive	comparative	advantages
•	 ICTE	KZN	Industry	Analysis
•	 Tourism	sector	plan
•	 Maritime
•	 Automotive	sector	plan

Project Conceptualisation and Packaged Investment Opportunities

tiKZn has identified and packaged investment and export opportunities in line with the 
Provincial growth and development strategy and in collaboration with municipalities and 
other key stakeholders. feasibility studies were co-funded between tiKZn’s technical 
assistance fund and the project promoters and the projects will be slotted into the 
investment pipeline to access investment and/or equity.
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High impact investment opportunities packaged were:

•	 Vuthisa	Biochar	 Initiative	 in	Kokstad	Local	Municipality	and	Atarah	Solar	 farm	 in	
iMpendle; 

•	 Bamboo	Beneficiation	in	all	11	Districts;	
•	 Tyre	beneficiation	in	Hammersdale;
•	 Kokstad	medical	facility;
•	 Tilapia	fish	farming	project;	
•	 KwaKangela	Mankengane	Royal	Heritage	Museum	at	Nongoma.
•	 Dube	agri-zone;	and
•	 Rural	farming	fresh	produce	co-ops.

Information Technology

the ict function is seen as a core enabler for the organisation to achieve its vision, mission 
and objectives and, as such, a revised ict governance framework and a revised ict 
strategy have been developed to assist the organisation to achieve these. to this end, the 
Board approved the reviewed ict strategy and governance framework and the outcomes 
are currently being implemented. during the financial year, there were no reported it 
systems failures meaning the agency achieved and annual systems uptime of 99% to 
allow for any unreported issues.

Web development and management: a sub-site was created for the marketing department’s 
businesses sessions and road shows and includes the registration pages created for 
business sessions held for the Polish, federation of gujarat industries and Miami-dade 
county delegations.

customer relationship Management: a sharepoint-based crM was developed and 
launched internally. a usage report is used as a monitoring tool and forwarded to eXco 
monthly.

social media: a social media strategy, policy and implementation plan have been developed 
and are awaiting approval, whilst a review of the social media guidelines use is underway.
Project tracking and document management: a project tracking tool has been developed 
in-house and is currently being piloted. this will provide a dashboard of the status of 
all projects that tiKZn is working on and historical information on all past projects. the 
document management system which will be implemented in the new financial year will 
automate all filing for the organisation.
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gauteng office

the gauteng office engages with a number of potential foreign investors due to its link 
with the diplomatic corps.  as such a number of leads which have to be verified are 
generated and screened accordingQualified trade and investment Leads generated from 
gauteng
 
several leads were qualified by the office in this financial year.  the following are some 
that were qualified: Bacarac trading (r5bn - sa) - processing of scrap metal; La Bella 
casa (r200m - Korea) – manufacturing of housing materials; rail runner (r80m - sa) - 
manufacturing facility in richards Bay for transnet; Valobex 342 (r17m - china) - synthetic 
and natural fibre manufacturing facility; Pro africa export orders (Poland) - Polish chamber 
focused on sourcing materials and goods from south africa; golden egg exports (Poland) 
- sourcing of food and condiments from KZn; Park ink (r16.8m - sa) – removable and 
disposable branding on parking lines of all major shopping centres, malls airports etc.; tJs 
chemicals (r20m - sweden) – sweetener manufacturing in KZn and iMeX international.

Business Development Opportunities Generated

the gauteng office is tasked with marketing and image building of KZn as a premier 
investment location with strategic partners namely, embassies, chambers of commerce 
and head offices of businesses located in gauteng, with the intent of generating business 
opportunities for KZn business. the gauteng office hosted the following delegations:

•	 IFU	 shoe	 manufacturing	 (Denmark)	 -	 Shoe	 manufacturer	 seeking	 joint	 venture	
partner for manufacturing in south africa.

•	 Colenso	 Power	 Station/African	 Development	 Group	 (SA)-	 Promoters	 seeking	
funding for colenso Power station in south africa.

•	 eThala	Management	Services	 (SA)-	Company	 seeking	 to	produce	bio-ethanol	 in	
KZn from sorghum and become an independent Power Producer.

•	 Boeing	(UK)-		Large	aerospace	company	seeking	to	invest	in	airport	maintenance	
facilities.

•	 Znix	Tablet	Manufacturing	(SA)-	ICT	company	seeking	to	assemble	tablets	in	KZN.
•	 PLP	Group	(SA)-	Outsourcing	company	seeking	to	set	up	BPO	facility	in	KZN.
•	 SA	 Grant	 Hydro	 Project	 (SA)-	 Company	 investigating	 small-scale	 hydro	 and	

equipment manufacturing in KZn.

Number of Sector-specific Business Linkage Sessions Hosted for KZN Companies

the gauteng office hosted a number of business linkage sessions.  Within the financial 
year three business linkage sessions attracted the most number of participation by foreign 
missions located in Pretoria.  these were:

•	 The	first	SADC/EU	Ambassadors	Luncheon	focused	on	Pan-African	exports	was	
conducted by tiKZn/south african netherlands chamber.

•	 The	KZN	Renewable	Energy	Value	proposition	in	Johannesburg.	The	purpose	of	the	
event was to create an opportunity for tiKZn to showcase their service offering and 
the investment opportunities available in the renewable energy sector in KZn.

•	 Ambassador	 and	 Trade	 Commissioner	 Annual	 Gala	 Dinner.	 	 The	 session	 was	
attended by approximately 40 ambassadors and High commissioners.  tiKZn’s 
chairperson was the guest speaker at the event.
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~ cappeny strawberry farm

GOvErNANCE
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10
COrpOrATE GOvErNANCE 

sTATEmENT

introduction

corporate governance embodies processes and systems by which public entities are 
directed, controlled and held to account.  in addition to legislative requirements based on 
a public entity’s enabling legislation, and the companies act, corporate governance with 
regard to public entities is applied through the PfMa and run in tandem with the principles 
contained in the King report on corporate governance.

PortfoLio coMMittees

tiKZn reports to the edtea Portfolio committee, the finance Portfolio committee as well 
as the standing committee on Public accounts (scoPa). during the year under review, 
tiKZn attended one scoPa meeting on 4 november 2014 and one finance Portfolio 
committee Meeting on 26 March 2015.

eXecutiVe AUThOrITy

the Mec for edtea is responsible for providing oversight over tiKZn, which includes the 
appointment and dismissal of the Board of tiKZn and ensuring that the appropriate mix of 
executive and non-executive directors are appointed and that they possess the necessary 
skills to guide the entity.

ThE ACCOUNTING AUThOrITy

the Board of tiKZn is the accounting authority for the entity. all non-executive Board 
Members of tiKZn are appointed in accordance with section 5 of the tiKZn act; no. 05 
of 2010 (“the act”) by the Mec for edtea. the Board Members are accountable to the 
shareholder, and they owe a duty of care and diligence to the public entity. they act in the 
best interest of the entity and consequently its shareholder. 

the roles and responsibilities of the Board are clearly defined in the act and are also 
guided by the principles of good corporate governance, which include inter alia:

•	 Providing	 strategic	 direction	 to	 the	 entity.	 The	Board	 has	 a	 strategic	 function	 in	
providing the vision, mission and goals of the entity. these are determined in 
combination with the chief executive officer and the executive team.

•	 Retaining	full	and	effective	control	and	management	over	the	affairs	of	the	entity.
•	 Provide	oversight	over	the	performance	of	the	entity.
•	 Formulates,	monitors,	reviews	corporate	strategy,	major	plan	of	action,	risk	policy,	

annual budgets and business plans.
•	 Ensuring	full	and	timely	disclosures	of	material	matters	affecting	the	entity.
•	 Ensuring	 the	 implementation	of	an	effective	compliance	 framework	and	ensuring	

that the entity complies with applicable laws, regulations and government policy.
•	 The	implementation	of	a	Code	of	Conduct,	as	well	as	safety,	health	and	environmental	

issues that may impact on the entity.
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BOArd ChArTEr

the Board has a formal Board charter which provides guidance as well as assists in 
ensuring all responsibilities of the Board are discharged as required by the tiKZn act, the 
PfMa as well as King iii standards of good corporate governance.  in keeping with the 
principles of good corporate governance, the Board charter is reviewed annually.  under 
the current year of review the charter was reviewed and approved on 27 March 2015. 

the salient features of entity’s adoption of the Board charter are outlined as follows: the 
members of the Board:

•	 Retain	full	control	over	the	entity,	its	plans	and	strategy.
•	 Acknowledges	 their	 responsibilities	 with	 regards	 to	 strategy,	 compliance	 with	

internal policies, external laws and regulations, effective risk management and 
performance assessment, transparency and effective communication both internally 
and externally by the entity.

•	 Responsible	 for	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 Audit,	 risk	 and	 compliance	 committee,	
Human and resources committee and other corporate governance structures.

 

COmpOsITION OF ThE BOArd

the tiKZn act codifies the Board’s composition, appointment, authorities, responsibilities 
and processes.  in terms of the act, the Board should consist of at least five, but not more 
than 20 members appointed by the responsible Mec. as at 31 March 2015, the Board 
comprised of eleven (11) non-executive Board members, who met six times during the 
year:  four ordinary Board meetings and two strategy review meetings.  

the details of the Board members appointed by the Mec for economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs are as follows, including an indication of their attendance 
at meetings and remuneration paid during the financial year as contained in the annual 
financial statement.

Membership and attendance: Board Meetings in 2014/15

Name Designation
Date 

Appointed
Qualification

Area of 
Expertise

No. of 
meetings 

held

No. of 
meetings 
attended

Ms cM 
cronjé

chairperson 1/09/14
Ba Honors 
degree, B 
Proc degree

Legal, finance, 
investment/ 
export

6 5

Ms 
LcZ 
cele

deputy chair-
person

1/06/12
Macc, taxa-
tion

finance 6 6

Mr gW 
Bell

Member 1/09/14
investment and 
promotion

6 4

Mr cs 
gina

Member 1/06/12
executive 
development 
Programme

Human 
resource, 
planning or 
development 
skills

6 4

dr Vf 
Mahlati

Member 1/06/12
Phd, Policy 
speciality

Human 
resource, 
planning or 
development 
skills

6 3
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Name Designation
Date 

Appointed
Qualification

Area of 
Expertise

No. of 
meetings 

held

No. of 
meetings 
attended

cllr  
dcP 
Mazi-
buko

Member 1/06/12

Hon, Bed 
Management  
and adminis-
tration

community 
development 
skills, planning 
or develop-
ment  skills 

6 4

dr ns 
Msomi

Member 1/06/12
Phd, Molecu-
lar genetics

finance, 
information 
technology

6 6

Mr Ma 
tarr

Member 1/06/12
Msc, agricul-
tural eco-
nomics

finance, in-
vestment and 
export

6 6

dr JJ 
Van Zyl

Member 1/06/12
dcom, eco-
nomics

investment and 
export

6 4

dr Mai 
Velia

Member 1/06/12
Phd, eco-
nomics

investment 
and export, 
planning or 
development

6 6

Prof W 
Viviers

Member 1/06/12
dcom, eco-
nomics

export and 
investment 

6 6

there were no outgoing members in this period.

Ms LcZ cele was the acting chairperson of the Board for the first 5 months of the 2014/15 
financial year.

Board Committees

Committee Committee function
No. of 

meetings 
Held

No. of 
members

Name of 
members

audit, risk and 
compliance 
committee

see below 6 3
Ms LcZ cele
dr ns Msomi
nr Ma tarr

Human re-
sources and 
remuneration 
committee

the committee is respon-
sible for human resource 
matters focusing on re-
muneration, employment 
equity, succession planning, 
training, development and 
staff retention.

3 3
Mr cs gina
dr Vf Mahlati
dr Mai Velia
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Remuneration of Board Members

the Board is remunerated in terms of a directive issued by the Mec for economic 
development, tourism and environmental affairs. the Board is paid for attendances per 
meeting at a set rate. 

Name
Remuneration 

(R)
Travel and Other 

Allowance (R)
Total (R)

Ms cM cronjé 318, 338 16,165 334,503

Ms LcZ cele 380,564 1,155 381,719

Mr gW Bell 53,886 - 53,886

Mr cs gina 117,741 4,620 122,361

dr Vf Mahlati 82,877 - 82,877

cllr  dcP Mazibuko 78,907 - 78,907

dr ns Msomi 165,238 - 165,238

Mr Ma tarr 132,351 - 132,351

dr JJ Van Zyl 66,493 - 66,493

dr Mai Velia 114,733 114,733

Prof W Viviers 95,075 12,600 107,675

rIsK mANAGEmENT

the entity has an approved risk management framework which includes a risk management 
policy and plan. on an annual basis the entity, with the assistance of the KZn Provincial 
treasury internal audit unit conducts a risk assessment to determine the material risks to 
which the entity may be exposed and to evaluate the strategy for managing such risks. 
the strategy is used to direct the internal audit effort and priority, and to determine the 
skills required to manage the risks.

the audit risk and compliance committee has the overall responsibility for risk 
management, while management is accountable for designing, implementing and 
monitoring this process. the committee defines acceptable risk tolerance levels and 
determines the continuous monitoring and control processes required across business-
specific risk areas to provide the basis for regular and exceptional reporting to business 
management and the Management committee and Board. the effectiveness of risk 
management mechanisms is regular management reporting and the Board receives 
quarterly reports on the entity’s risk management from the audit risk and compliance 
committee.

during the year under review, risk assessment workshops were held with the entity’s 
general managers and their teams of different business units.  these sessions then resulted 
in a consolidated risk register which was discussed in risk assessment workshops held 
with Management on the 27th of January 2015 and with some members of the Board 
and audit committee on 13 february 2015. this resulted in a final risk management plan 
and strategic risk register which was approved by the Board on 27 March 2015. the risk 
management or mitigation strategies that have been adopted to strengthen the control 
environment for the identified risks in the entity will be implemented and monitored by 
management with the assistance of internal audit which provides assurance to the audit 
committee and Board on a quarterly basis as to the effectiveness and efficiencies of such 
controls.
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INTErNAL CONTrOL UNIT

regular management reporting is required to ensure that internal control mechanisms 
work effectively. the cfo reports every quarter on the operation of the financial and 
accounting control frameworks and the Board also receives assurance from the audit risk 
and compliance committee, which derives its information from regular audit reports on 
risk and internal control throughout the entity. the mechanisms to ensure the effectiveness 
of internal controls include reviewing the: 

•	 Effectiveness	 of	 the	 organisation’s	 internal	 control	 system	 and	 information	
technology security and control.

•	 Control	procedures	followed	by	management	and	assessing	their	effectiveness.
•	 Controls	designed	to	ensure	that	assets	are	safeguarded.
•	 Fraud	and	Prevention	plan	implemented	to	detect	fraud.
•	 Risk	management	and	related	policies.
•	 Compliance	with	prescribed	accounting	framework.	As	part	of	this	task,	the	majority	

of finance policies were reviewed and updated to ensure alignment with the new 
accounting framework as well as to tighten the internal control environment.

INTErNAL AUdIT ANd AUdIT COmmITTEE

the KZn Provincial treasury internal audit unit performs the internal audit function for the 
entity and reports to the audit, risk and compliance committee. the audit committee 
is responsible for ensuring that the internal audit function is independent and has the 
necessary resources, standing and authority within the entity to enable it to discharge its 
duties. the audit committee oversees the interaction between internal audit, external 
auditor and Management, and ensures that the relationships are productive and add value 
to the organisation.

the audit committee also monitors, guides and supervises the functioning of internal audit 
to ensure that the services of the internal audit and external audit are sufficiently clarified 
and coordinated to provide an objective overview of the entity’s operating systems of 
internal control and reporting. these include the following:

•	 Annual	approval	of	the	internal	Audit	Charter	to	ensure	adherence	to	best	practices.
•	 Approval	of	 the	 internal	 audit	plan	and	work	carried	out	by	 the	 Internal	Audit	 to	

ensure that action plans in place mitigate the risks on matters reported to the audit 
committee.

•	 Review	the	adequacy	of	corrective	action	taken	in	response	to	significant	internal	
audit findings;

•	 Review	significant	matters	reported	by	the	internal	audit	function
•	 Assessing	the	adequacy	of	performance	of	the	internal	audit	function.
•	 Reviewing	the	cooperation	and	coordination	between	the	internal	and	external	audit	

functions.
•	 Evaluating	 the	 independence	 and	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 internal	 audit	 function,	

including compliance with the institute of internal auditors international standards 
for the Professional Practice of internal audit.

during the financial year, the audit, risk and compliance committee comprised a 
minimum of three members who are appointed from the Board.  the committee met not 
less than three times per annum as required by its terms of reference approved in the audit 
committee charter. the primary role of the audit, risk and compliance committee is to 
ensure the integrity of financial reporting and the audit process as well as the maintenance 
of sound risk management and internal control systems. in pursuing these objectives, the 
committee oversees relations with the external auditors, the scope of work, the annual 
audit and the applicable levels of materiality. the committee monitors development in 
corporate governance to ensure that tiKZn continues to apply high and appropriate 
standards. 
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the primary functions of the committee include inter alia reviewing and recommending to 
the Board the following: 

•	 Examine	and	 review	 the	Annual	Financial	Statements	with	management	and	 the	
external auditors

•	 to	ensure	that	they	are	complete	and	consistent	with	information	provided	to	them	
prior to submitting to the regulators.

•	 Effectiveness	 of	 the	 organisation’s	 internal	 control	 system	 and	 information	
technology security and control.

•	 Control	procedures	followed	by	management	and	assessing	their	effectiveness	i.e.	
safeguarding of organizational assets.

•	 Fraud	and	Prevention	plan	implemented	to	detect	fraud.
•	 Annual	review	of	the	Risk	management	plan	and	related	policies	and	framework.
•	 Compliance	 with	 the	 prescribed	 accounting	 framework,	 legal,	 statutory	 and	

regulatory matters.
•	 Review	the	external	auditors’	proposed	audit	scope,	approach	and	coordination	of	

audit effort with internal audit. 
•	 Reviewing	and	confirming	the	independence	of	the	external	auditors.
•	 Reviewing	and	assessing	the	adequacy	of	the	Audit	Charter	on	an	annual	basis.
•	 Ensuring	that	all	responsibilities	as	outlined	in	the	Charter	have	been	executed.
•	 Evaluating	 the	 committee’s	 and	 individual	 member’s	 performance	 on	 a	 regular	

basis.

The table below discloses relevant information on the Audit, Risk and Compliance 
Committee members

Name Qualifications
Internal/ 
External

If 
Internal, 
position 
in Public 

Entity

Date 
Appointed

Date 
Resigned

No. of 
Meetings 
attended

Ms LcZ 
cele

Macc, taxation internal inde-
pendent 
non-ex-
ecutive 
Board 
Member

24/10/14 n/a 5

dr ns 
Msomi*

Phd, Molecular 
genetics

internal inde-
pendent 
non-ex-
ecutive 
Board 
Member

24/10/14 n/a 6

Mr Ma 
tarr

Msc, agricul-
tural econom-
ics

internal inde-
pendent 
non-ex-
ecutive 
Board 
Member

24/10/14 n/a 5

* dr ns Msomi acted as the chairperson of the audit committee for the first two 
quarters of the 2014/15 financial year.

* Ms LcZ cele was confirmed as the chairperson of the audit committee on 
24/10/2014, while dr ns Msomi and Mr Ma tarr were confirmed as audit committee 
members on the same date.
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COmpLIANCE wITh LAws ANd rEGULATIONs

the Board is responsible for ensuring that the entity complies with all applicable laws and 
regulations and this responsibility has been delegated to the audit, risk and compliance 
committee to ensure that the task is properly carried out. the company secretary assists 
the audi committee to monitor the entities compliance with all relevant laws and regulations 
and this compliance is considered by the internal audit function and audit committee.
 
during the financial year, detailed legal and regulatory compliance checklist templates 
were developed to assess the entity’s level of compliance to the relevant laws, regulations, 
codes and standards to ensure that where non-compliance is detected from the internal 
controls, corrective measure can be taken to address any weakness within a reasonable 
time. the checklists will be updated regularly and the effectiveness of these internal 
controls will be reviewed by the audit committee on a quarterly basis.

FrAUd ANd COrrUpTION

the entity has an approved fraud Prevention Plan. compliance therewith is monitored by 
the chief financial officer and the company secretary.  in addition, all employees as well 
as the Board are required to declare any personal financial interest that they may have.

COmpANy sECrETAry

the company secretary ensures that Board procedures and relevant legislation and 
regulation is observed.  the company secretary provides guidance to the Board Members 
on governance, compliance and fiduciary responsibilities.  the company secretary is also 
responsible for preparing meeting agendas and ensuring that accurate records of minutes 
are kept.
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11
AUdIT COmmITTEE rEpOrT

We are pleased to present our report for the financial period ended 31 March 2015.

Audit Committee Responsibility, Membership and Attendance

the committee reports that it has complied with its responsibilities arising from section 
51(1) (a) (ii) of the Public finance Management act and treasury regulation 27.1. the 
entity has a functional audit, risk and compliance committee which oversees audit, 
risk Management and compliance functions including it risk. the primary role of the 
committee is to ensure integrity of financial reporting and audit process and maintaining 
of sound risk management and internal controls. the committee consists of three 
independent non-executive members who are appointed by the Board.

the committee has a formal terms of reference which is reviewed annually and has 
regulated its affairs in compliance with this charter and has discharged all its responsibilities 
contained therein. dr ns Msomi chaired the committee for the first two quarters of the 
2014/15 financial year. Mrs LcZ resumed as the chairperson for the remainder of the year.  
the committee met on six occasions during the financial year under review. 

the audit committee reports that it has carried out its responsibilities as stipulated in 
section 38(10) (1) of the PfMa of 1999 and treasury regulation section 3.1.

The Effectiveness of Internal Controls

The Audit Committee is responsible for overseeing the following:

Assessing the effectiveness of Internal Controls

•	 The	Committee	is	tasked	with	ensuring	that	the	entity	has	adequate	and	effective	
systems of internal controls system and information technology and control. 

•	 Controls	to	ensure	that	assets	are	safeguarded.
•	 Fraud	and	prevention	plan	implemented	to	detect	fraud.
•	 Assess	the	scope	of	the	work	covered	by	Internal	Auditors.
•	 Ensuring	 that	 the	entity	adheres	 to	best	practice	which	 is	 In	 line	with	 the	PFMA	

of 1999 and the King iii report on corporate governance which require that 
management maintains and enforces strict internal controls. these are achieved 
by means of the implementation of a risk management process, as well as the 
identification of corrective actions, suggestions and enhancements to the controls 
and processes.

•	 The	Committee	also	reviews	various	reports	 issued	by	the	 Internal	Auditors,	and	
the Management report of the auditor-general south africa, in order to identify any 
matters that were reported that indicate any material deficiencies in the system of 
internal controls or any deviations there from. 

•	 The	quality	of	in	year	monitoring	and	monthly/quarterly	reports	submitted	in	terms	
of the PfMa and the division of revenue act. the audit committee is satisfied with 
the content and quality of monthly and quarterly reports prepared and issued by the 
entity during the period under review.

•	 The	Committee	can	report	that	the	system	of	internal	control	over	financial	reporting	
for the period under review was efficient and effective. 
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Evaluation of Annual Financial Statements: 

•	 Reviewing	 of	 the	 Annual	 Financial	 Statements	 to	 ensure	 that	 they	 comply	 with	
the graP standards and that the information reported is a true reflection of the 
activities undertaken during the financial year.

•	 The	 Committee	 encouraged	 the	 preparation	 of	 quarterly	 financial	 statements	
commencing in the year under review. this review assists the committee to identify 
any significant adjustments resulting from the audit and to assist management in 
implementing effective corrective measures. 

•	 Assesses	the	quality	and	timeliness	of	the	financial	information	availed	to	them	for	
oversight purposes during the year such as interim financial statements expenditure 
reports, procurement reports and other reports submitted to the committee every 
quarter. 

•	 Reviews	 changes	 in	 accounting	 policies	 and	 practices	 as	 well	 as	 the	 entity’s	
compliance with applicable legal and regulatory provisions.

Internal Audit

•	 The	 Committee	 continuously	 assesses	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 Internal	 Audit	
function. 

•	 In	Committee	meetings	are	held	with	both	Internal	and	External	auditors	in	order	to	
identify any potential weaknesses so that management can rectify them on time.

•	 The	Committee	has	contributed	 throughout	 the	 year	by	 analysing	 the	 reports	of	
internal audit and making suggestions to improve the functioning of the entity.

•	 Assessing	the	adequacy	of	the	functions	of	the	Internal	Audit	to	ensure	that	there	is	
ongoing monitoring of the acceptable standards in all functions within the entity. 

•	 Discussions	around	achievements	of	 Internal	Audit	Plan,	staffing	constraints	and	
unresolved audit findings and seeking meaningful solutions to any deficiencies 
identified.

Risk Management

•	 The	Committee	has	overall	responsibility	for	risk	management	whilst	management	
is accountable for designing, implementing and monitoring of this process.  this 
includes monitoring the risk management process to ensure that this is carried out 
during the year and that risks identified are properly mitigated.

•	 Assessing	 of	 Management’s	 reports	 on	 the	 progress	 made	 in	 order	 to	 obtain	
assurance on the overall system of risk management.

•	 Assessing	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 overall	 system	 of	 risk	management	 process.	
this includes assessing if there are any major incidents/losses attributable to the 
failure of the risk management process, and any major successes/gains achieved 
or losses/incidents avoided.

External Audit

•	 The	 opinion	 that	 the	 audited	 financial	 statements	 should	 be	 accepted	 and	 read	
together with the report of the auditor-general of south africa.

•	 That	all	information	that	is	required	to	be	included	in	the	financial	statements	and	
disclosures are incorporated as required by the applicable graP statement.

•	 Review	of	any	changes	in	accounting	policies	and	practices.
•	 Reviewing	 of	 the	 Auditor-General	 of	 South	 Africa’s	 management	 report	 and	

management’s response thereto.
•	 Review	and	discussion	of	 the	audited	/	unaudited	annual	financial	statements	 to	

be included in the annual report, with the auditor-general and the chief executive 
officer.
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Compliance

•	 The	 Committee	 undertakes	 reviews	 of	 the	 entity‘s	 compliance	 with	 legal	 and	
regulatory provisions.

•	 Reviews	the	state	of	any	unresolved	issues	raised	and	not	adequately	addressed	by	
entity. 

•	 Reviews	the	information	on	predetermined	objectives	to	be	included	in	the	annual	
report and to ensure that such information is verifiable, meaningful and relevant.

•	 Monitoring	the	SCM	related	submissions	and	that	all	the	relevant	Treasury	circulars	
were adhered to.

•	 The	Committee	has	been	instrumental	in	ensuring	that	the	organisation’s	IT	maturity	
improves and has provided a number of key suggestions to assist the entity in this 
regard.

the committee continues to apply itself and focusing on critical and key deliverables of 
the entity and ensuring that the entity works towards attainment of good results. at the 
forefront of this target is the effort taken by the committee and Management towards the 
achievement of a clean audit for the 2014/15 financial year. to this end, the committee 
has availed itself for additional meetings during the year under review in order to provide 
the oversight required in assisting the entity to keep the momentum towards the clean 
audit going. the effort made is matched by the keen contribution of the committee in all 
areas of their responsibility.

…………………………………………..
Ms LCZ Cele
Chairperson 
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12
hUmAN rEsOUrCE mANAGEmENT

Introduction

overview of Human resource Matters at the Public entity

the long term success of any organization ultimately depends on having the right people 
on the right jobs at the right time. the key to the desired result is effective Hr planning, 
otherwise referred to as workforce planning or manpower planning. for the successful 
implementation of the corporate strategy, there was a need to review the organizational 
structure. this was done to ensure that the entity has the required talent to enable it to 
deliver on its mandate.

Recruitment

there were a total of 14 vacancies filled in the last financial year, of which two were internal 
promotions. of these 14 vacancies, six were new positions that had been created as a 
result of our restructuring process, the remaining eight were replacements. 

there were a total of six resignations received in the past financial year, with one due to 
incapacity of an employee being medically boarded. 

Employee Wellness 

the organization continues to invest in the wellbeing of its people with a comprehensive 
and effective wellness programme in place.  the focus this year was on reducing obesity 
which has a direct impact on weigh related illnesses such as heart disease, hypertension, 
sugar diabetes etc. employees had the opportunity of participating in the Weigh-less 
Programme which is a weigh management programme that monitors and motivate 
employees to make healthy eating choices. 

coupled with the wellness programme is the employee assistance Programme, (eaP) 
which looks at behavioural risks management. the eaP gives employees a confidential 
24 hours personal support service, which provides information or professional guidance 
on different aspects of employees’ lives such as stress, financial issues, legal issues and 
relationships etc. there has been an increased utilization of the eaP with 23 individual 
cases presented and addressed in the past financial year. the three top presenting 
problems were relationship issues (personal), stress and child and family care.

the corporate strategy informs human resource (Hr) activities. to align the organisation’s 
Hr requirements to corporate strategy, an Hr strategy has to be developed. one outcome 
was formulating the Hr strategic plan reflecting the Hr Business unit’s annual goal 
setting/planning process. it expresses the unit’s continued commitment to provide leading 
Hr services, approaches and practices to the entity through a concrete plan or roadmap.

the unit recruits and develops the organisation’s Hr skills. it develops and motivates 
employees to enhance the entity’s goals and objectives. People development is 
achieved via individual training programmes, succession planning, career pathing and a 
comprehensive performance management system. the strategic performance objective 
improves human capability thus creating an effective and efficient organisation.
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Human Resource (HR) priorities

the Hr priorities enshrined in the Hr strategy address short and long-term organisational 
challenges including:

•	 skills	audit;	
•	 organisational	capacity;
•	 performance	management;	
•	 communication;	
•	 skilled	staff	retention;
•	 service	ethic	and
•	 people	process	and	alignment	(change	management)

Workforce Planning  

tiKZn is a highly specialised environment established to market KZn as a premier 
investment destination and export trade leader. several factors are instrumental in 
remaining competitive in this constantly changing trade and investment environment. 
it is critical for investment promotion agencies to be resourced by highly competent 
professionals possessing pertinent technical and a range of soft skills. consequently, 
our manpower planning is driven by attracting, developing and retaining these people. 
our strategy establishes relationships with suitable, competent recruitment agencies and 
builds relationship with higher learning institutions.

Employee Wellness Programme

the organisation has a well-structured wellness programme to encourage a work-
life balance through health screenings, an employee assistance programme, healthy 
lifestyles, educational talks and physical activities. annually-designed questionnaires 
provide information on employee’s lifestyles and the responses used to design a relevant 
programme. 

Policy Development 

it is tiKZn’s philosophy that well-developed policies are part of the retention strategy as 
they ensure compliance while being user-friendly. Policies are continuously updated, but 
remain aligned to the corporate strategy. the policy formulation process fully includes 
staff.

Achievements:

•	 accessing	of	a	Services	Seta	grant;	
•	 introducing	a	Weigh-less	programme;
•	 skills	audit;	
•	 implementing	change	management	and
•	 executing	the	organisational	structure	

Challenges:

•	 budget	constraints	and
•	 high	staff	turnover	

Future HR Plans: 

•	 completing	change	management;	
•	 developing	critical	skills;	
•	 enhancing	performance	management;	
•	 a	staff	secondment	and	rotation	plan	and
•	 internships	
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hUmAN rEsOUrCE OvErsIGhT sTATIsTICs

Personnel Cost by Salary Band

Level
No. of 

employees

Personnel 
expenditure 

(R’000)

Average 
personnel cost 
per employee 

(R’000)

top management 7 r 9 687 r 1 383

senior management 3 r 2 961 r 987

Professional qualified 18 r 11 849 r 658

skilled 19 r 7 383 r 388

semi-skilled 10 r 1 913 r 191

unskilled 1 r 105 r 105

Total 58 R 33 898 R 3 712

Performance Rewards 

Programme/activity/objective Performance rewards
Personnel expenditure 

(R’000)

top management Performance bonus r 396912

senior management Performance bonus r 126 147.48

Professional qualified Performance bonus r 560042.73

skilled Performance bonus r 368920.3

semi-skilled Performance bonus r 40611.16

unskilled Performance bonus r 14054.93

Total Performance bonus R 1506 688.6
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Training and Development 

during the period under review, staff within the organisation were identified and trained.  
these are interventions identified during performance appraisals and included in the 
Workplace skills plan.

Programme/ Activity /Objective
Training 

Expenditure 
(R’000)

No. Of 
employees 

trained 

Average 
training 
cost per 

employee

effective speaking and Presentation skills r 18 330 3 r 6 110

creative negotiation skills r 5 212 1 r 5 212

effective Business writing programme r 12 680 2 r 6 340

effective presentation skills r 6,965 1 r 6 965

creative writing for Media r 14 998 2 r 7 499

Best Management skills Programme r 66 928 4 r 16 732

international trade ( export) training r 80 370 6 r13 395

employment equity committee training r 15 048 11 r 1368

social Media training r 17 440 50 r 348

discovering excel r 1 700 1 r 1 700

excel on steroids r 8 600 2 r 4 300

event coordination, Protocol and travel 
Management

r 15 959 1 r 15 959

Professional receptionist r 2 150 1 r 2 150

Voice and general communication skills r 12 539 1 r 12 539

Project financial Modeling r 25 354 15 r 21 123

Pivotal Training 

Course Institution Costs

cta Honours in accounting university of south africa r 15 600

Management development Programme durban university of tech-
nology

r 21 440

Brand and Marketing Management Vega school of Branding 
Leadership

r 11 400

Post graduate diploma in Project Manage-
ment 

stellenbosch Business 
school 

r 43 225

Masters of Management in strategic Mar-
keting 

Wits Business school r 43 512

advanced diploma in Business Project 
Management

university of cape town r 35 000

Masters in Business administration ( MBa) uKZn r 37 000

Higher certificate in economics and Man-
agement science

university of south africa r 15 240

Phd – dissertation university of stellenbosch r 10 000

diploma in Management accounting – Man-
agement Level

chartered institute of Man-
agement accountants - ciMa

r 15 000

Honours in industrial and organisational 
Psychology

university of south africa r 12 900

diploma in Marketing Management iMM graduate school of 
Marketing

r 7 120
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Training Costs

training interventions will be carried this new financial year as individual development 
plans were only concluded at the end of 2014/2015 financial year.

Employment and vacancies

Programme/activity /objective 2014/15 
No. of 

employees 

2014/15 
Approved 

posts

2014/15 
No. of 

employees

2014/15 
Vacancies

office of the ceo and gauteng 
office

7 9 7 2

Knowledge Management 9 10 9 1

investment Promotion and 
Business retention 

15 17 15 2

finance 9 9 9 0

corporate services 10 11 10 1

export 6 8 6 2

Employment 
at beginning 

of period

Approved 
posts

Vacancies 
at end of 

the period 

Employment 
at end of the 

period

top management 7 7 0 7

senior management 3 4 1 3

Professional qualified 18 19 3 16

skilled 17 24 4 20

semi-skilled 5 9 1 8

unskilled 1 1 0 1

Total 51 64 9 55

Employment Changes

Salary Band Employment 
at beginning 

of period

Appointments Terminations Employment 
at end of the 

period 

top management 7 0 0 7

senior management 3 0 0 3

Professional qualified 19 2 3 18

skilled 19 2 2 19

semi-skilled 5 7 2 10

unskilled 1 0 0 1

Total 54 11 7 58
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Reason for Leaving 

Reason Number % of total no. of 
staff leaving 

death 0 0

resignation 5 8.5%

dismissal 0 0

retirement 0 0

ill health 1 1.7%

expiry of contract 0 0

total 6 10.2%

Labour Relations: Misconduct and disciplinary action 

Nature of disciplinary action Number

Verbal warning 0

Written warning 4

final written warning 0

dismissal 0

Equity Target and Employment Equity Status 

Occupational Levels
Male Female

Foreign 
Nationals Total

A C I W A C I W Male Female

top management  2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 7

senior management 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3

Professionally qualified 
and experienced special-
ists and mid-management

4 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 18

skilled technical and aca-
demically qualified work-
ers, junior management, 
supervisors, foremen and 
superintendents

1 1 0 1 9 0 4 2 0 0 18

semi-skilled and discre-
tionary decision-making

0 0 0 0 6 1 2 1 0 0 10

unskilled and defined 
decision-making

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

totaL PerManent 8 5 3 3 21 2 7 5 1 2 57

temporary employees 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

grand totaL 8 5 3 3 22 2 7 5 1 2 58
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Levels Disabled Staff

Male Female

Current Target Current Target 

top management 0 0 0 0

senior management 0 0 0 0

Professional qualified 0 0 0 0

skilled 0 1 0 0

semi-skilled 0 0 0 1

unskilled 0 0 0 0

total 0 1 0 1
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL sTATEmENTs

country of incorporation and domicile south africa

Legal form of entity Public entity

nature of business and principal activities trade and investment promotion agency

Members Ms cM cronjé (chairperson)
 Ms LcZ cele (deputy chairperson)
 Mr gW Bell
 Mr Ma tarr
 dr JJ Van Zyl
 Mr cs gina
 cllr dcP Mazibuko
 dr Vf Mahlati
 dr ns Msomi
 Prof W Viviers
 dr Mai Velia

registered office trade and investment House
 1 arundel close
 Kingsmead office Park
 durban
 4000

Business address trade and investment House
 1 arundel close
 Kingsmead office Park
 durban
 4000

Postal address trade and investment KZn
 Po Box 4245 
 durban 
 4000

Bankers standard Bank of sa Limited

auditors auditor general of south africa

secretary Ms nnc gumbi (appointed 01 september 
2014)

company registration number trade and investment act no.5 of 2010

Preparer the financial statements were internally 
compiled by:

 Ms L nyamande
 chief financial officer
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the reports and statements set out below comprise the financial statements presented to 
the provincial legislature:

INdEx pAGE

Board’s responsibilities and approval 74

report of the auditor general 76

Board’s report 79

company secretary’s certification 83

statement of financial Position 84

statement of financial Performance 85

statement of changes in net assets 86

cash flow statement 87

statement of comparison of Budget and actual amounts 88

accounting Policies 90

notes to the financial statements 102
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14
BOArd’s rEspONsIBILITIEs ANd 

ApprOvAL

the members of the Board are required by the Public finance Management act (act 1 
of 1999), to maintain adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content 
and integrity of the financial statements and related financial information included in this 
report. it is the responsibility of the members of the Board to ensure that the financial 
statements fairly present the state of affairs of the entity as at the end of the financial year 
and the results of its operations and cash flows for the period then ended. the external 
auditors are engaged to express an independent opinion on the financial statements and 
are to be given unrestricted access to all financial records and related data.

the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with standards of generally 
recognised accounting Practice (graP) including any interpretations, guidelines and 
directives issued by the accounting standards Board.

the financial statements are based upon appropriate accounting policies consistently 
applied and supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.

the members of the Board acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for the system 
of internal financial controls established by the entity and place considerable importance 
on maintaining a strong control environment. to enable the members of the Board to 
meet these responsibilities, they ensure that the entity comply with the set standards for 
internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error or deficit in a cost effective manner. 
the standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined 
framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure 
an acceptable level of risk. these controls are monitored throughout the entity and all 
employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the entity’s 
business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. 
the focus of risk management in the entity is on identifying, assessing, managing and 
monitoring all known forms of risk across the entity. While operating risk cannot be fully 
eliminated, the entity endeavours to minimise it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, 
controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined 
procedures and constraints.

the members of Board are of the opinion, based on the information and explanations 
given by management, that the system of internal control provides reasonable assurance 
that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation of the financial statements. 
However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable, and not 
absolute, assurance against material misstatement or deficit.

the members of the Board have reviewed the entity’s cashflows as at 31st of March 2015 
and the opinion expressed at the end of the financial year, 31 March 2014 is still on course 
and is adequarterly applied.

the entity is wholly dependent on the department of economic development, tourism and 
enviromental affairs (edtea) for continued funding of operations. the financial statements 
are prepared on the basis that the entity is a going concern and that the Provincial 
government has neither the intention nor the need to liquidate or curtail materially the 
scale of the entity.  
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although the members of the Board are primarily responsible for the financial affairs of the 
entity, they are supported by the entity’s internal auditors.

the external auditors are responsible for independently reviewing and reporting on the 
entity’s financial statements. the financial statements have been examined by the entity’s 
external auditors and their report is presented on page 76 to 78.

the financial statements set out on pages 83 to 122, which have been prepared on the 
going concern basis, were approved by the members of the Board on and were signed 
on its behalf by:

...............................................
Ms cM cronje’ (chairperson) 
designation
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rEpOrT OF ThE AUdITOr GENErAL

rEpOrT OF ThE AUdITOr-GENErAL TO ThE 
KwAZULU-NATAL prOvINCIAL LEGIsLATUrE ON 
TrAdE ANd INvEsTmENT KwAZULU-NATAL

Report on the financial statements

Introduction

1. i have audited the financial statements of the trade and investment KwaZulu-natal 
set out on pages 84 to 123 which comprise the statement of financial position as at 
31 March 2015, the statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net 
assets,cash flow statement andthe statement of comparison of budget information 
with actual information for the year then ended, as well as the notes, comprising a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information. 

Accounting authority’sresponsibility for the financial statements

2. the accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation 
of these financial statements in accordance with the south african standards 
of generally recognised accounting Practice (sa standards of graP) and the 
requirements of the Public finance Management act of south africa, 1999 (act no. 1 
of 1999) (PfMa), and for such internal control as the accounting authoritydetermines 
is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor-general’s responsibility

3. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based 
on my audit. i conducted my audit in accordance with international standards on 
auditing. those standards require that i comply with ethical requirements, and plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement.

4. an audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the 
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. the procedures selected 
depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of 
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. in 
making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to 
the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to 
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. 
an audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as 
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 

5. i believe that the audit evidence i have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to 
provide a basis for my audit opinion.
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Opinion

6. in my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the 
financial position of the trade and investment KwaZulu-natal as at 31 March 2015 
and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance 
with the sa standards of graP and the requirements of the PfMa.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements 

7. in accordance with the Public audit act of south africa, 2004 (act no. 25 of 2004) 
and the general notice issued in terms thereof, i have a responsibility to report 
findings on the reported performance information against predetermined objectives 
for selected objectives presented in the annual performance report, non-compliance 
with legislation and internal control. the objective of my tests was to identify 
reportable findings as described under each subheading but not to gather evidence 
to express assurance on these matters. accordingly, i do not express an opinion or 
conclusion on these matters.

Predetermined objectives

8. i performed procedures to obtain evidence about the usefulness and reliability of the 
reported performance information for the following selected objectives presented 
in the annual performance report of the public entity for the year ended 31 March 
2015:
•	 Programme	2:	Investment	promotion	and	facilitation	on	pages	32	to	33.
•	 Programme	3:	Export	development	and	promotion	on	pages	34	to	35.
•	 Programme	4:	Advocacy,	knowledge	management	and	office	of	the	CEO	on	

pages 35 to 38.

9. i evaluated the reported performance information against the overall criteria of 
usefulness and reliability. 

10. i evaluated the usefulness of the reported performance information to determine 
whether it was presented in accordance with the national treasury’s annual 
reporting principles and whether the reported performance was consistent with the 
planned objectives. i further performed tests to determine whether indicators and 
targets were well defined, verifiable, specific, measurable, time bound and relevant, 
as required by the national treasury’s framework for managing programme 
performance information (fMPPi).

11. i assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine 
whether it was valid, accurate and complete.

12. i did not identify any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported 
performance information for the following objectives:
•	 Investment	promotion	and	facilitation
•	 Export	development	and	promotion
•	 Advocacy,	knowledge	management	and	office	of	the	CEO.

Additional matters

13. although i identified no material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the 
reported performance information for the selected objectives, i draw attention to 
the following matters:

Achievement of planned targets

14. refer to the annual performance report on pages 26 to 38 for information on the 
achievement of the planned targets for the year.
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Adjustment of material misstatements

15. i identified material misstatements in the annual performance report submitted 
for auditing on the reported performance information for investment promotion 
and facilitation, export development and promotion and advocacy, knowledge 
management and office of the ceo. as management subsequently corrected 
the misstatements, i did not identify any material findings on the usefulness and 
reliability of the reported performance information. 

Compliance with legislation 

16. i performed procedures to obtain evidence that the public entity had complied with 
applicable legislation regarding financial matters, financial management and other 
related matters. i did not identify any instances of material non-compliance with 
specific matters in key legislation, as set out in the general notice issued in terms of 
the Paa.

Internal control

17. i considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements, annual 
performance report and compliance with legislation. i did not identify any significant 
deficiencies in internal control.

Pietermaritzburg
29 July 2015
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BOArd’s rEpOrT

the members submit their report for the period ended 31 March 2015.

1. Incorporation
tiKZn was established as a section 21 under the kwaZulu natal department of 
economic development , tourism and environmental affairs (edtea) in 2000. the 
tiKZn act was gazetted on the 21st of october 2010 and the entity was listed as 
a schedule 3c Public entity on 01 June 2011. the entity converted to a PfMa 
schedule 3c Public entity in september 2012 and commenced trading as a Public 
entity on 1 october 2012.

2. Review of activities 

 Main business and operations
the entity is a south african trade and inward investment promotion agency that 
was established to promote the province of KwaZulu-natal (KZn) as an investment 
destination and to facililtate trade by assissting local companies to access 
international markets. the entity identifies, develops and packages investment 
opportunities in KZn; provides a professional service to all clientele; brands and 
markets KwaZulu-natal as an investment destination; retains and expands trade 
and exports activities and links opportunities to the developmental needs of 
KwaZulu-natal community.

the entity posted a net surplus of r 3,255,274 for the period under review.

3. Going concern
We draw attention to the fact that at 31 March 2015, the entity had an accumulated 
surplus of r3,415,066 and that the entity’s total assets exceed its liabilities by 
r3,415,066. the financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting
policies applicable to a going concern. this basis presumes that funds will be 
available to finance future operations and that the realisation of assets and 
settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and commitments will occur in the 
ordinary course of business. to date KZn treasury has committed to provide the 
funding for the 2015/16 financial year in terms of the Medium term expenditure 
framework (Mtef).

the ability of the entity to continue as a going concern is dependent on a number of 
factors. the most significant of these is that the members of the Board continue to 
exercise their duties and responsibilities of ensuring that the entity fulfills its mandate 
in terms of its enabling legislation (tiKZn act no. 5 of 2010) and in terms of it Mou 
with edtea. this will ensure that funding is guaranteed, and entity continues as a 
going concern.

4. Subsequent events
the members of the Board are not aware of any matters or circumstances arising 
which can impact on the organisation since the end of the financial period concerned.

5. Members’ interest in contracts
Members of the Board declared any conflict of interest during the meeting. as at the 
31 March 2015, no interest or conflict of interests was recorded.
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6. Accounting policies
the financial statements were prepared in accordance with the south african 
standards of generally recognised accounting Practice (graP), including any 
interpretations of such standards issued by the accounting Practices Board, and 
in accordance with the prescribed standards of graP issued by the accounting 
standards Board as the prescribed framework by the national treasury.

7. Members of the Board

the members of the Board of the entity as at the date of this report are as follows:

Name Nationality Changes
Ms cM cronje’ 
(chairperson)  south african  appointed 01 september 2014
Ms LcZ cele 
(deputy chairperson)  south african
Mr gW Bell  south african  appointed 01 september 2014
Mr Ma tarr  south african
dr JJ Van Zyl  south african
Mr cs gina  south african
cllr dcP Mazibuko  south african
dr Vf Mahlati  south african
dr ns Msomi  south african
Prof W Viviers  south african
dr Mai Velia  french (reunion island)

Ms LcZ cele acted as the chairperson of the Board in the period between april 
2014 to 31 august 2014 while dr ns Msomi acted as the chairperson of the audit 
committee in the same period concerned.

8. Secretary

the secretary of the entity is Ms nnc gumbi.

Business address
 trade and investment House
 1 arundel close
 Kingsmead office Park
 durban
 4000

Postal address
 trade and investment KZn
 Po Box 4245
 durban
 4000

9. Corporate Governance

General

the Board is committed to business integrity, transparency and professionalism in 
all its activities. as part of this commitment, the members of the Board support the 
highest standards of corporate governance and the ongoing development of best 
practice.
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the entity subscribes to the notion of good corporate governance and therefore 
aligns itself to the code of corporate Practices and is on its way to fully adopt the 
King code as laid out in the King report. the members of the Board discuss the 
responsibilities of management in this respect, at Board meetings and monitor the 
entity’s compliance with the code on a quarterly basis.

the salient features of the entity’s adoption of the Board charter is outlined below:

Members of the Board

•	 retains	full	control	over	the	entity,	its	plans	and	strategy;
•	 acknowledges	 its	 responsibilities	 as	 regards	 to	 strategy,	 compliance	 with	

internal policies, external laws and regulations, effective risk management 
and performance measurement, transparency and effective communication 
both internally and externally by the entity;

•	 is	of	a	unitary	structure	comprising:
•	 non-executive	 directors,	 all	 of	 whom	 are	 independent	 directors	 as	

defined in the code; and
•	 executive	members.

Chairperson and Chief Executive

the chairperson is a non-executive and independent director as defined by the PfMa, 
tiKZn act and the code of good corporate governance.

the roles of chairperson and chief executive are separate, with responsibilities divided 
between them, so that no individual has unfettered powers of discretion.

Remuneration

trade and investment KZn underwent a restructuring programme in 2013 which was 
informed by the new corporate strategy implemented by the entity. the new structure 
required that new executive members be appointed. for this reason the entity now has 
seven executive Managers including the ceo and the cfo. the upper limits of the 
remuneration of the executive managers of the entity, are determined by the Human 
resources committee in consultation with the members of the Board.

Board meetings

the members of the Board met on 6 separate occasions which included, 5 members of 
the Board meetings and 1 strategy meeting. the Board schedules to meet at least 4 times 
per annum.

non-executive directors have access to all members of management of the entity.

Audit Committee

the chairperson for the audit committee for the period ended 31 March 2015 was Ms 
LcZ cele who is an independent member of the Board. the committee met 6 times during 
the period ending 31 March 2015.

the Board is satisfied that the audit committee was properly constituted and that they 
executed their responsibility as expected of them in terms of the PfMa of 1999.
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Internal audit

the entity has outsourced its internal audit function to the KwaZulu-natal Provincial 
treasury internal audit who have been providing this service for the past seven years at 
no cost.

10. Bankers

standard Bank of south africa Limited.

11. Auditors

the auditor-general will continue as the external auditors of the entity in the ensuing 
year.
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dECLArATION By ThE COmpANy sECrETAry

trade and investment KwaZulu-natal (tiKZn) has been operating as a Public entity for the 
full year ending 2015. the annual financial statements (afs) have been prepared on the 
basis of generally recognised accounting Practice(graP) since october 1, 2012.

..................................................................
Company Secretary 
Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal
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sTATEmENT OF FINANCIAL 
pOsITION As AT 31 mArCh 2015

Figures in Rand
Note(s)

31 March 
2015

31 March 
2014

Assets

current assets

receivables from exchange transactions 4 1,292,427 718,784

cash and cash equivalents 5 17,035,643 11,611,985

18,328,070 12,330,769

non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 2 940,443 956,317

intangible assets 3 194 141,859

940,637 1,098,176

Total Assets 19,268,707 13,428,945

Liabilities

current Liabilities

finance lease obligation 6 102,406 170,091

Payables from exchange transactions 7 7,558,457 6,583,336

7,660,863 6,753,427

non-current Liabilities

finance lease obligation 6 - 45,525

unspent conditional grants and receipts 8 8,192,778 6,470,202

8,192,778 6,515,727

Total Liabilities 15,853,641 13,269,154

Net Assets 3,415,066 159,791

Net Assets

accumulated surplus 31 3,415,066 159,791
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sTATEmENT OF FINANCIAL 
pErFOrmANCE

Figures in Rand
Note(s)

31 March 
2015

31 March 
2014

Revenue

other income 29 14,349 103,297

government grants (taf) 10 2,277,424 2,551,187

interest received - investment 64,864 145,717

Public contributions (Main grant) 10 77,226,000 72,333,617

Total revenue 79,582,637 75,133,818

Expenditure

employee related costs 12 (36,008,865) (31,546,084)

administration 30 - (30,698)

depreciation and amortisation (650,626)) (978,485)

finance costs 14 (73,970) (137,877)

repairs and maintenance (453,790) (491,361)

general expenses 11 (39,140,112) (43,785,226)

Total expenditure (76,327,363) (76,969,731)

Operating surplus (deficit) 3,255,274 (1,835,913)

gain on disposal of assets and liabilities - 22,060

Surplus for the period ended 31 March 2015 3,255,274 (1,813,853)
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sTATEmENT OF ChANGEs IN NET 
AssETs

Figures in Rand
Accumulated 

surplus
Total net 
assets

Balance at 01 April 2013 6,473,644 6,473,644

changes in net assets

deficit for the year (1,813,853) (1,813,853)

transfer to technical assistance fund (taf) (4,500,000) (4,500,000)

total changes (6,313,853) (6,313,853)

Balance at 01 April 2014 159,792 159,792

changes in net assets

surplus for the period 3,255,274 3,255,274

total changes 3,255,274 3,255,274

Balance at 31 March 2015 3,415,066 3,415,066

Note(s)

r4,500,000 was transferred from tiKZn accumulated funds to the technical assistance 
fund (taf) in the financial year ended on 31 March 2014. the transfer was approved by 
department of economic development, tourism and environmental affairs (edtea) to 
assist in development of small businesses.
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CAsh FLOw sTATEmENT

Figures in Rand
Note(s)

31 March 
2015

31 March 
2014

Cash flows from operating activities

Receipts

Public contribution - grants 81,476,000 80,207,379

interest income 64,864 145,717

other receipts 14,349 103,297

81,555,213 80,456,393

Payments

employee costs (36,008,865) (32,540,349)

finance costs (73,970) (137,877)

other payments (39,510,106) (44,302,998)

(75,592,941) (76,981,224)

Net cash flows from operating activities 16 5,962,272 3,475,169

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 2 (493,089) (649,679)

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and 
equipment

2
- 22,060

Net cash flows from investing activities (493,089) (627,619)

Cash flows from financing activities

Movement in lease liability non-current portion (45,525) (195,798)

transfer to technical assistance fund (taf) - (4,500,000)

Net cash flows from financing activities (45,525) (4,695,798)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash 
equivalents 5,423,658 (1,848,248)

cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of 
the year

11,611,985 13,460,233

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the 
period

5 17,035,643 11,611,985
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sTATEmENT OF COmpArIsON OF 
BUdGET ANd ACTUAL AmOUNTs

Budget on Cash Basis

Figures in Rand

Approved 
budget

Adjustments Final 
Budget

Actual 
amounts on 
comparable 

basis

Difference 
between 

final 
budget 

and actual

Reference

Statement of Financial Performance

Revenue

Revenue from 
exchange transactions
other income - (rollup) - - - 14,349 14,349 29
government grants 
(taf) - conditional

3,000,000 1,250,000 4,250,000 2,277,424 (1,972,576) 10

interest received - 
investment

- - - 64,864 64,864

Total revenue from 
exchange transactions

3,000,000 1,250,000 4,250,000 2,356,637 (1,893,363)

Revenue from non-
exchange transactions

Transfer revenue

Public contributions - 
(Main grant)

74,342,000 2,884,000 77,226,000 77,226,000 - 10

Total revenue 77,342,000 4,134,000 81,476,000 79,582,637 (1,893,363)

Expenditure

Personnel (34,482,412) (2,250,532) (36,732,944) (36,008,865) 724,079 35.1
administration and 
operational costs

(13,720,737) 429,618 (13,291,119) (14,613,336) (1,322,217) 35.2

technical assistance 
fund (taf) expenses

(3,000,000) (1,250,000) (4,250,000) (2,277,424) 1,972,576 35.3

finance costs - - - (73,970) (73,970)
travel and accommo-
dation

(3,533,908) (312,997) (3,846,905) (2,804,235) 1,042,670 35.4

aftercare facilitation (115,762) (75,000) (190,762) (126,746) 64,016 35.5

repairs and mainte-
nance

(395,850) (72,000) (467,850) (453,790) 14,060 35.6

Professional fees (2,887,057) (469,319) (3,356,376) (3,793,254) (436,878) 35.7

international Marketing (6,585,676) (190,765) (6,776,441) (4,753,244) 2,023,197 35.8

inward Mission (784,651) 35,763 (748,888) (636,963) 111,925 35.9

export Promotion (1,736,257) (820,770) (2,557,027) (1,377,738) 1,179,289 35.10
Marketing and commu-
nication

(9,262,533) 3,726,002 (5,536,531) (5,684,789) (148,258) 35.11

capital costs (837,157) - (837,157) (493,089) 344,068 35.12

east3 route Promotion - (2,884,000) (2,884,000) (3,072,383) (188,383) 9

Total expenditure (77,342,000) (4,134,000) (81,476,000) (76,169,826) 5,306,174

actual amount on 
comparable Basis as 
Presented in the Budget 
and actual comparative 
statement

- - - 3,412,811 3,412,811
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Budget on Cash Basis

Figures in Rand

Approved 
budget

Adjustments Final 
Budget

Actual 
amounts on 
comparable 

basis

Difference 
between 

final 
budget 

and actual

Reference

Reconciliation
depreciation (650,626)
capital costs 493,089 35.12

actual amount in the 
statement of financial 
Performance

3,255,274

sTATEmENT OF COmpArIsON OF 
BUdGET ANd ACTUAL AmOUNTs
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ACCOUNTING pOLICIEs

1. Presentation of Financial Statements

the financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the standards of 
generally recognised accounting Practice (graP) issued by the accounting standards 
Board in accordance with section 55 of the Public finance Management act (act 29 of 
1999) and the Public Management act (act no, 1 of 1999 as amended).

Accrual basis

these financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and are 
in accordance with historical cost convention unless specified otherwise. the principal 
accounting policies adopted in the preparation of these financial statements are set out 
below:

Offsetting

assets and liabilities, revenue and expenses have not been offset, except where offsetting 
is required or permitted by graP.

Comparability

comparative information represents the results of the twelve months ended 31 March 
2014 which were presented on the same basis as the previous year. in the preparation 
of the financial statements the entity has taken into consideration the guidelines from 
directive 5 of the asB and no new graP standards were adopted by the entity.

the entity adopted the following graP standard on 01 april 2014.

graP 24 - Presentation of budget information in financial statement.

a summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been consistently applied, 
are disclosed below.

1.1 Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are tangible non-current assets that are held for use in the 
production or supply of goods or services, rental to others, or for administrative purposes, 
and are expected to be used during more than one period.

Initial Recognition

the cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:
•	 it	is	probable	that	future	economic	benefits	or	service	potential	associated	with	the	

item will flow to the entity; and
•	 the	cost	of	the	item	can	be	measured	reliably.
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Initial Measurement

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.

the cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is the purchase price and other costs 
attributable to bring the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable 
of operating in the manner intended by management. trade discounts and rebates are 
deducted in arriving at the cost.

Where an asset is acquired at no cost, or for a nominal cost, its cost is its fair value as at 
date of acquisition.

Where an item of property, plant and equipment is acquired in exchange for a non-monetary 
asset or monetary assets, or a combination of monetary and non-monetary assets, the 
asset acquired is initially measured at fair value (the cost). if the acquired item’s fair value 
was not determinable, it’s deemed cost is the carrying amount of the asset(s) given up.

When significant components of an item of property, plant and equipment have different 
useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, 
plant and equipment.

costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and 
equipment and costs incurred subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. if a 
replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and 
equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.

recognition of costs in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment 
ceases when the item is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of 
operating in the manner intended by management.

Property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any 
impairment losses.

Subsequent measurement

Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight line basis over their expected 
useful lives to their estimated residual value.

Property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any 
impairment losses.

the useful life of all catergories of property, plant and equipment are assessed on an 
annual basis.

the useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as at 31 
March 2015.

Item Average useful life
furniture and fixtures 5 - 8 years
office equipment 5 - 12 years
it equipment 3 - 6 years
other property, plant and equipment 5 years

the residual value, and the useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed 
at the end of each reporting date. if the expectations differ from previous estimates, the 
change is accounted for as a change in accounting estimate.

each part of an item of property, plant and equipment with a cost that is significant in 
relation to the total cost of the item is depreciated separately.
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the depreciation charge for each period is recognised in surplus or deficit unless it is 
included in the carrying amount of another asset.

Derecognition

items of entity are derecognised when the asset is disposed of or when there are no 
further economic benefits or service potential expected from the use of the asset.

the gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment 
is included in surplus or deficit when the item is derecognised. the gain or loss arising 
from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is determined as the 
difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount of the item.

1.2 Intangible assets

an asset is identified as an intangible asset when it:
•	 is	 capable	 of	 being	 separated	 or	 divided	 from	 an	 entity	 and	 sold,	 transferred,	

licensed, rented or exchanged, either individually or together with a related contract, 
assets or liability; or

•	 arises	from	contractual	rights	or	other	legal	rights,	regardless	whether	those	rights	
are transferable or separate from the entity or from other rights and obligations.

Initial Recognition

an intangible asset is recognised when:
•	 it	is	probable	that	the	expected	future	economic	benefits	or	service	potential	that	

are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity; and
•	 the	cost	or	fair	value	of	the	asset	can	be	measured	reliably.

intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.

Measurement

an intangible asset acquired through a non-exchange transaction, the cost shall be its fair 
value as at the date of acquisition.

expenditure on research (or on the research phase of an internal project) is recognised as 
an expense when it is incurred.

an intangible asset arising from development (or from the development phase of an 
internal project) is recognised when:
•	 it	is	technically	feasible	to	complete	the	asset	so	that	it	will	be	available	for	use	or	

sale.
•	 there	is	an	intention	to	complete	and	use	or	sell	it.
•	 there	is	an	ability	to	use	or	sell	it.
•	 it	will	generate	probable	future	economic	benefits	or	service	potential.
•	 there	 are	 available	 technical,	 financial	 and	 other	 resources	 to	 complete	 the	

development and to use or sell the asset.
•	 the	expenditure	attributable	to	the	asset	during	its	development	can	be	measured	

reliably.

an intangible asset is regarded as having an indefinite useful life when, based on all 
relevant factors, there is no foreseeable limit to the period over which the asset is expected 
to generate net cash inflows or service potential. amortisation is not provided for these 
intangible assets, but they are tested for impairment annually and whenever there is an 
indication that the asset may be impaired. for all other intangible assets amortisation is 
provided on a straight line basis over their useful life.
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the amortisation period and the amortisation method for intangible assets are reviewed 
at each reporting date.

reassessing the useful life of an intangible asset with a finite useful life after it was classified 
as indefinite is an indicator that the asset may be impaired. as a result the asset is tested 
for impairment and the remaining carrying amount is amortised over its useful life.

internally generated brands, mastheads, publishing titles, customer lists and items similar 
in substance are not recognised as intangible assets.

amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight line basis, to 
their residual values as follows:

computer software, and other 2 - 3 years

intangible assets are derecognised:
•	 on	disposal;	or
•	 when	no	future	economic	benefits	or	service	potential	are	expected	from	its	use	or	

disposal.

1.3 Financial instruments

a financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and 
a financial liability or a residual interest of another entity.

Initial recognition and Measurement

the amortised cost of a financial asset or financial liability is the amount at which the financial 
asset or financial liability is measured at initial recognition minus principal repayments, plus 
or minus the cumulative amortisation using the effective interest method of any difference 
between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and minus any reduction (directly or 
through the use of an allowance account) for impairment or uncollectibility.

a concessionary loan is a loan granted to or received by an entity on terms that are not 
market related.

credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for 
the other party by failing to discharge an obligation.

currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will 
fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates.

Derecognition

derecognition is the removal of a previously recognised financial asset or financial liability 
from an entity’s statement of financial position.

a derivative is a financial instrument or other contract with all three of the following 
characteristics:
•	 Its	value	changes	in	response	to	the	change	in	a	specified	interest	rate,	financial	

instrument price, commodity price, foreign exchange rate, index of prices or rates, 
credit rating or credit index, or other variable, provided in the case of a non-financial 
variable that the variable is not specific to a party to the contract (sometimes called 
the ‘underlying’).

•	 It	requires	no	initial	net	investment	or	an	initial	net	investment	that	is	smaller	than	
would be required for other types of contracts that would be expected to have a 
similar response to changes in market factors.

•	 It	is	settled	at	a	future	date.
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fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, 
between knowledgeable willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.

a financial asset is:
•	 cash;
•	 a	residual	interest	of	another	entity;	or
•	 a	contractual	right	to:

•	 receive	cash	or	another	financial	asset	from	another	entity;	or
•	 exchange	 financial	 assets	 or	 financial	 liabilities	 with	 another	 entity	 under	

conditions that are potentially favourable to the entity.

a financial guarantee contract is a contract that requires the issuer to make specified 
payments to reimburse the holder for a loss it incurs because a specified debtor fails 
to make payment when due in accordance with the original or modified terms of a debt 
instrument.

a financial liability is any liability that is a contractual obligation to:
•	 deliver	cash	or	another	financial	asset	to	another	entity;	or
•	 exchange	financial	assets	or	financial	liabilities	under	conditions	that	are	potentially	

unfavourable to the entity.

Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument 
will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates.

Liquidity risk is the risk encountered by an entity in the event of difficulty in meeting 
obligations associated with financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another 
financial asset.

Loan commitment is a firm commitment to provide credit under pre-specified terms and 
conditions.

Loans payable are financial liabilities, other than short-term payables on normal credit 
terms.

Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will 
fluctuate because of changes in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risk: 
currency risk, interest rate risk and other price risk.

Other price risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument 
will fluctuate because of changes in market prices (other than those arising from interest 
rate risk or currency risk), whether those changes are caused by factors specific to 
the individual financial instrument or its issuer, or factors affecting all similar financial 
instruments traded in the market.

financial instruments at amortised cost are non-derivative financial assets or non-
derivative financial liabilities that have fixed or determinable payments, excluding those 
instruments that:
•	 the	entity	designates	at	fair	value	at	initial	recognition;	or
•	 are	held	for	trading.

financial instruments at cost are investments in residual interests that do not have a quoted 
market price in an active market, and whose fair value cannot be reliably measured.
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financial instruments at fair value comprise financial assets or financial liabilities that are:
•	 derivatives;
•	 combined	instruments	that	are	designated	at	fair	value;
•	 instruments	held	for	trading.	A	financial	instrument	is	held	for	trading	if:

•	 it	is	acquired	or	incurred	principally	for	the	purpose	of	selling	or	repurchasing	
it in the near-term; or

•	 on	initial	recognition	it	is	part	of	a	portfolio	of	identified	financial	instruments	
that are managed together and for which there is evidence of a recent actual 
pattern of short term profit-taking;

•	 non-derivative	financial	assets	or	financial	liabilities	with	fixed	or	determinable	
payments that are designated at fair value at initial recognition; and

•	 financial	instruments	that	do	not	meet	the	definition	of	financial	instruments	
at amortised cost or financial instruments at cost.

Classification

the entity has the following types of financial assets (classes and category) as reflected 
on the face of the statement of financial position or in the notes thereto:

Class Category
employees costs in advance employees costs in advance were not armotised.
staff control account staff  Prepayments were not amortised.
deposits   deposits were not amortised
other receivables  receivables were not amortised

the entity has the following types of financial liabilities (classes and category) as reflected 
on the face of the statement of financial position or in the notes thereto:

Class Category
trade payables  trade payables were not discounted
staff control account  control accounts were not discounted
accrued expenses  accrued expenses were not amortised
Long-term finance lease  financial liability measured at amortised cost

financial liabilities and financial assets are initially measured at fair value and subsequently 
at,
•	 fair	valure
•	 armotised	cost
•	 cost	depending	on	their	nature

the entity’s financial liabilities and financial assets required to be armotised (except for 
financial leases) were not armotised due to the following reasons;

Other receivables

other receivables include a combination of deposits for rentals and municipal rates as well 
as staff advances. staff advances will be settled within the initial credit period which is 1 
month. the deposit amount is insignificant and therefore is not amortised.

Liabilities

Leases -   these are included at armotised costs as per the armotisation table.

Trade Liabilities -  these are expected to settled within the initial credit period in line with 
the government sector norm.

Leave -   Leave costs are expected to be settled at fair value.
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Initial recognition

the entity recognises a financial asset or a financial liability in its statement of financial 
position when the entity becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

Initial measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities

the entity measures a financial asset and financial liability initially at its fair value plus 
transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial 
asset or financial liability.

the entity measures a financial asset and financial liability initially at its fair value.

the entity first assesses whether the substance of a concessionary loan is in fact a loan. 
on initial recognition, the entity analyses a concessionary loan into its component parts 
and accounts for each component separately. the entity accounts for that part of a 
concessionary loan that is:
•	 a	 social	 benefit	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	 Framework	 for	 the	 Preparation	 and	

Presentation of financial statements, where it is the issuer of the loan; or
•	 non-exchange	revenue,	in	accordance	with	the	Standard	of	GRAP	on	Revenue	from	

non-exchange transactions (taxes and transfers), where it is the recipient of the 
loan.

Subsequent measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities

the entity measures all financial assets and financial liabilities after initial recognition using 
the following categories:
•	 Financial	instruments	at	fair	value.
•	 Financial	instruments	at	amortised	cost.
•	 Financial	instruments	at	cost.

all financial assets measured at amortised cost, or cost, are subject to an impairment 
review.

Impairment and uncollectibility of financial assets

the entity assesses at the end of each reporting period whether there is any objective 
evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.

financial assets measured at amortised cost:

if there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on financial assets measured at 
amortised cost has been incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference 
between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows 
(excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the financial 
asset’s original effective interest rate. the carrying amount of the asset is reduced directly 
or through the use of an allowance account. the amount of the loss is recognised in 
surplus or deficit.

if, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease 
can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the 
previously recognised impairment loss is reversed directly or by adjusting an allowance 
account. the reversal does not result in a carrying amount of the financial asset that exceeds 
what the amortised cost would have been had the impairment not been recognised at the 
date the impairment is reversed. the amount of the reversal is recognised in surplus or 
deficit.
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financial assets measured at cost:

if there is objective evidence that an impairment loss has been incurred on an investment 
in a residual interest that is not measured at fair value because its fair value cannot be 
measured reliably, the amount of the impairment loss is measured as the difference 
between the carrying amount of the financial asset and the present value of estimated 
future cash flows discounted at the current market rate of return for a similar financial 
asset. such impairment losses are not reversed.

Derecognition

Financial assets

the entity derecognises financial assets using trade date accounting.

the entity derecognises a financial asset only when:
•	 the	contractual	rights	to	the	cash	flows	from	the	financial	asset	expire,	are	settled	or	

waived;
•	 the	 entity	 transfers	 to	 another	 party	 substantially	 all	 of	 the	 risks	 and	 rewards	of	

ownership of the financial asset; or
•	 the	entity,	despite	having	retained	some	significant	risks	and	rewards	of	ownership	

of the financial asset, has transferred control of the asset to another party and the 
other party has the practical ability to sell the asset in its entirety to an unrelated 
third party, and is able to exercise that ability unilaterally and without needing to 
impose additional restrictions on the transfer. in this case, the entity :
•	 derecognise	the	asset;	and
•	 recognise	 separately	 any	 rights	 and	 obligations	 created	 or	 retained	 in	 the	

transfer.

Financial liabilities

the entity removes a financial liability (or a part of a financial liability) from its statement 
of financial position when it is extinguished — i.e. when the obligation specified in the 
contract is discharged, cancelled, expires or waived.

the difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability (or part of a financial 
liability) extinguished or transferred to another party and the consideration paid, including 
any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed, is recognised in surplus or deficit. 
any liabilities that are waived, forgiven or assumed by another entity by way of a non-
exchange transaction are accounted for in accordance with the standard of graP on 
revenue from non-exchange transactions (taxes and transfers).

Presentation

interest relating to a financial instrument or a component that is a financial liability is 
recognised as revenue or expense in the statement of the financial Performance.

dividends or similar distributions relating to a financial instrument or a component that is 
a financial liability is recognised as revenue or expense in the statement of the financial 
Performance.

Losses and gains relating to a financial instrument or a component that is a financial liability 
is recognised as revenue or expense in the statement of the financial Performance.

1.4 Leases

a lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards 
incidental to ownership. a lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer 
substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership.
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When a lease includes both land and buildings elements, the entity assesses the 
classification of each element separately.

Finance leases - lessee

finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position 
at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of 
the minimum lease payments. the corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the 
statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.

the discount rate used in calculating the present value of the minimum lease payments is 
the effective interest rate implicit in the lease.

Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge and reduction of 
the outstanding liability. the finance charge is allocated to each period during the lease 
term so as to produce a constant periodic rate of on the remaining balance of the liability.

any contingent rents are expensed in the period in which they are incurred.

Operating leases - lessee

operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over 
the lease term. the difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and the 
contractual payments are recognised as an operating lease asset or liability.

1.5 Employee benefits

employee benefits are all forms of consideration given by an entity in exchange for service 
rendered by employees.

a qualifying insurance policy is an insurance policy issued by an insurer that is not a 
related party (as defined in the standard of graP on related Party disclosures) of the 
reporting entity, if the proceeds of the policy can be used only to pay or fund employee 
benefits under a defined benefit plan and are not available to the reporting entity’s own 
creditors (even in liquidation) and cannot be paid to the reporting entity, unless either:
•	 the	proceeds	represent	surplus	assets	that	are	not	needed	for	the	policy	to	meet	all	

the related employee benefit obligations; or
•	 the	 proceeds	 are	 returned	 to	 the	 reporting	 entity	 to	 reimburse	 it	 for	 employee	

benefits already paid.

termination benefits are employee benefits payable as a result of either:
•	 an	 entity’s	 decision	 to	 terminate	 an	 employee’s	 employment	 before	 the	 normal	

retirement date; or
•	 an	 employee’s	 decision	 to	 accept	 voluntary	 redundancy	 in	 exchange	 for	 those	

benefits.

other long-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than post-employment 
benefits and termination benefits) that are not due to be settled within twelve months after 
the end of the period in which the employees render the related service.

1.6 Investment income

investment income is recognised on a time-proportion basis using the effective interest 
method.

investment income comprises of interest from deposits placed with a reputable financial 
institution.
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1.7 Translation of foreign currencies

Foreign currency transactions

a foreign currency transaction is recorded, on initial recognition in rands by applying to 
the foreign currency an mount at the spot exchange rate between the functional currency 
and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction.

at each reporting date:
•	 foreign	currency	monetary	items	are	translated	using	the	closing	rate;
•	 non-monetary	 items	 that	 are	 measured	 in	 terms	 of	 historical	 cost	 in	 a	 foreign	

currency are translated using the exchange rate at the date of the transaction; and
•	 non-monetary	 items	 that	 are	 measured	 at	 fair	 value	 in	 a	 foreign	 currency	 are	

translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined.

exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or on translating 
monetary items at rates different from those at which they were translated on initial 
recognition during the period or in previous financial statements are recognised in surplus 
or deficit in the period in which they arise.

When a gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised directly in net assets, any 
exchange component of that gain or loss is recognised directly in net assets. When a 
gain or loss on a non-monetary item is recognised in surplus or deficit, any exchange 
component of that gain or loss is recognised in surplus or deficit.

cash flows arising from transactions in a foreign currency are recorded in rands by 
applying to the foreign currency amount the exchange rate between the rand and the 
foreign currency at the date of the cash flow.

1.8 Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

fruitless expenditure means expenditure which was made in vain and would have been 
avoided had reasonable care been exercised.

all expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is recognised as an expense 
in the statement of financial performance in the year that the expenditure was incurred. 
the expenditure is classified in accordance with the nature of the expense, and where 
recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of financial 
performance.

1.9 Irregular expenditure

irregular expenditure as defined in section 1 of the PfMa is expenditure other than 
unauthorised expenditure, incurred in contravention of or that is not in accordance with a 
requirement of any applicable legislation, including -

(a) this act; or
(b) the state tender Board act, 1968 (act no. 86 of 1968), or any regulations made in 

terms of the act; or
(c) any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures in that provincial 

government.

national treasury practice note no. 4 of 2008/2009 which was issued in terms of sections 
76(1) to 76(4) of the PfMa requires the following (effective from 1 april 2008):
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irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and 
which was condoned before year end and/or before finalisation of the financial statements 
must also be recorded appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. in such an 
instance, no further action is also required with the exception of updating the note to the 
financial statements.

irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and 
for which condonement is being awaited at year end must be recorded in the irregular 
expenditure register. no further action is required with the exception of updating the note 
to the financial statements.

Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial year and is only 
condoned in the following financial year, the register and the disclosure note to the financial 
statements must be updated with the amount condoned.

1.10 Conditional grants and receipts

revenue received from conditional grants, donations and funding are recognised as 
revenue to the extent that the entity has complied with any of the criteria, conditions 
or obligations embodied in the agreement. to the extent that the criteria, conditions or 
obligations have not been met a liability is recognised.

the entity has the following conditional grants:
•	 Technical	Assistance	Fund	(TAF)
•	 Eastern	Europe	Promotion

1.11 Budget information

an entity is typically subject to budgetary limits in the form of appropriations or budget 
authorisations (or equivalent), which is given effect through authorising legislation, 
appropriation or similar.

general purpose financial reporting by entity shall provide information on whether 
resources were obtained and used in accordance with the legally adopted budget.

the approved budget is prepared on an accrual basis and presented by economic 
classification linked to performance outcome objectives.

the approved budget covers the fiscal period from 2014/04/01 to 2015/03/31.

the financial statements and the budget are on the same basis of accounting therefore a 
comparison with the budgeted amounts for the reporting period have been included in the 
statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts.

1.12 Related parties

the entity operates in an economic sector currently dominated by entities directly or 
indirectly owned by the south african government.

Management are those persons responsible for planning, directing and controlling the 
activities of the entity, including those charged with the governance of the entity in 
accordance with legislation, in instances where they are required to perform such functions.

close members of the family of a person are considered to be those family members who 
may be expected to influence, or be influenced by, that management in their dealings with 
the entity.

related parties are disclosed in terms of graP 20.
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1.13 Deviations

there is no guideline dealing with the treatment of deviations except as found in the 
Preferential Procurement framework. for this reason, tiKZn classifies deviations as 
follows;

Recognition

any procurement of goods and services above r10,000 where the applicable process is not 
followed. the processes are as contained in the PPPfa and tiKZn supply Management 
Policy and other treasury regulations.

the entity recognises the following as deviations;

(a) Procurement of goods and services from a sole supplier.
(b) Procurement of goods and services from a single source
(c) shortening of advertising period.
(d) appointment of a service provider other that the one who scored the highest points.
(e) Procurement on an emergency basis of goods and services which may cause harm 

to staff members of facilities.
(f)  Procurement of goods and services that maybe regarded as urgent, in this case, the 

motivation should be detailed enough to demostrate the impact on service delivery 
which will be impacted if these goods or services are not procured urgently.

all deviations should be thoroughly motivated and evidence that a market analysis was 
conducted for single source and sole suppliers should be documented clearly.

Measurement

the value of goods and services procured through single source, sole suplier, urgent, 
emergency or awarding of a contract to a bidder who did not score the highest points is 
the value of the goods or services procured.

the value of the shortening of advertising period is zero as this is the beginning of the 
process.

all of these deviations are signed for by the ceo and will be disclosed and reported to the 
audit committee and the Board.
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NOTEs TO ThE FINANCIAL 
sTATEmENTs

2. Property, plant and equipment

31 March 2015 31 March 2014

Cost /
Valuation

Accumu-
lated de-
preciation 
and accu-
mulated 
impair-
ment

Carrying 
value

Cost /
Valuation

Accu-
mulated 
depreci-
ation and 
accumu-
lated im-
pairment

Carrying 
value

furniture 
and fixtures

884,012 (667,536) 216,476 760,036 (602,065) 157,971

office 
equipment

965,177 (752,845) 212,332 905,233 (620,582) 284,651

it 
equipment

1,744,239 (1,232,604) 511,635 1,435,071 (921,376) 513,695

Total 3,593,428 (2,652,985 940,443 3,100,340 (2,144,023) 956,317

reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 31 March 2015

Opening balance Additions Depreciation Total

furniture and fixtures 157,971 123,976 (65,471) 216,476

office equipment 284,651 59,945 (132,264) 212,332

it equipment 513,695 309,168 (311,228) 511,635

956,317 493,089 (508,963) 940,443

the management of tiKZn had assessed the useful life of assets for the period ended 
March 2015. Most of the assets in the organization were inherited from the previous tenant 
in 2008. the assets were brought into books at marginal values. Below is a list of the 
some of the assets which are fully depreciated and of which their economic lives are not 
expected beyond one year. these will be disposed of during the course of 2015/2016 
financial year.

table a depicts the assets that were donated to schools (mainly computer equipment) as 
part of the organization’s corporate social responsibility initiative. the table also includes 
other assets that are fully depreciated but are still being used by the entity.

table B depicts classes and total value of assets that were inherited from the previous 
tenant in 2008, most of these assets were taken into books at low values and have since 
reached the end of their economic lives and fully depreciated.

table c depicts the value of the pledged asset against the finance lease liabilities.

table d depicts the estimated value of assets that were brought at zero values, the 
economic value of these assets is immaterial from the materiality set by the entity. these 
assets form part of the exclusion list for items to be disposed of in 2015/2016.
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

Table A - Value of fully depreciated assets

computer equipment and other items 540,816 102,481

Table B - Value of fully depreciated assets that were 
purchased from the previous tenant

furniture and fixtures 489,635 402,824

office equipment 291,912 73,781

781,547 476,605

Table C - Value of pledged assets

HP colorLaserjet MfP Multi function 50,847 70,643

Hewlett Packard colour Laserjet cM6049 5,946 41,410

Hewlett Packard colour Laserjet cM6049 5,946 41,410

62,739 153,463

Table D - Estimated initial value of assets brought at 
zero value at 31 March 2014 and on 31 March 2015

Estimated 
original 
costs

Estimated 
economic 

value

estimated original costs 124,004 -

estimated economic value - 21,220

124,004 21,220

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 31 March 2014

Opening 
balance

Additions Depreciation Total

furniture and fixtures 204,357 37,259 (83,645) 157,971

office equipment 308,553 126,368 (150,270) 284,651

it equipment 275,008 486,052 (247,365) 513,695

787,918 649,679 (481,280) 956,317

3. Intangible assets

31 March 2015 31 March 2014

Cost / 
Valuation

Accumulat-
ed depre-

ciation and 
accumulat-
ed impair-

ment

Carrying 
value

Cost / 
Valuation

Accumulat-
ed depre-

ciation and 
accumulat-
ed impair-

ment

Carrying 
value

computer 
software, 
other

2,004,408 (2,004,214) 194 2,004,408 (1,862,549) 141,859
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 31 March 2015

Opening 
balance

Amortisation Depreciation

computer software, other 141,859 (141,665) 194

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 31 March 2014

Opening 
balance

Amortisation Depreciation

computer software, other 639,063 (497,204) 141,859

4. Receivables from exchange transactions

employee costs in advance 69,143 59,693

Prepayments 721,967 574,914

deposits 46,882 46,882

other receivables - Main account 405,637 37,295

other receivables - technical assistance fund (taf) 48,798 -

1,292,427 718,784

5. Cash and cash equivalents 

cash and cash equivalents consist of:

cash on hand 3,000 3,000

standard Bank account (Main Bank) 8,888,663 5,138,783

std Bank account (Main bank - eastern europe promo-
tion)

2,500,000 2,750,000

standard Bank account (taf) 5,643,980 3,720,202

17,035,643 11,611,985
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

Standard Bank (Preliminary, pledge and short-term 
interest bearing accounts)

opening Balances (cash and cash equivalents) 7,891,783 12,312,607

receipts for the period 77,305,213 75,354,691

Payment for the period including transfers (73,805,333) (79,775,515)

11,391,663 7,891,783

Standard Bank (Technical Assistance Fund)

opening Balances (cash and cash equivalents) 3,720,202 1,147,627

receipts for the period 4,250,000 5,100,000

Payments for the period (2,326,222) (2,527,425)

5,643,980 3,720,202

standard Bank accounts consist of five accounts that are mainly used for payments 
for the preliminary transactions of the entity, such as payment for staff salaries, short-
term interest bearing account, pledge account for durban office rental and the technical 
assistance funding account (taf). a bank balance of r462,519 was pledged as security 
for the durban office rental at year end.

6. Finance lease obligation 

Minimum lease payments due

- within one year 102,406 112,055

- in second to fifth year inclusive - 96,980

102,406 209,035

less: future finance charges (17,170) (89,386)

Present value of minimum lease payments 85,236 119,649

Present value of minimum lease payments due

- within one year 85,236 112,055

- in second to fifth year inclusive - 7,594

85,236 119,649

non-current liabilities - 45,525

current liabilities 102,406 170,091

102,406 215,616

it is entity policy to lease certain equipment under finance leases.

the average lease term was 4 years and the average effective borrowing rate was 10% 
-20% (2014:10%-20% ).

interest rates are linked to prime at the contract date. all leases escalate at 10% and 15%.

the entity’s obligations under finance leases are secured by the lessor’s charge over the 
leased assets.
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

7. Payables from exchange transactions

trade payables 302,423 1,872,041

staff control account - 17,031

accrued expense 7,256,034 4,694,264

7,558,457 6,583,336

the following balances were settled within 30 days after the end of the period 30 april 
2015 and 30 april 2014.

accounts settled within 30 days

accounts balance settled in March 2015 302,169 -

accounts balance settled end of april 2014 - 1,439,419

302,169 1,439,419

8. Unspent Conditional Grant and Receipts

unspent conditional grant

technical assistance fund (taf) 5,692,778 3,720,202

eastern europe Promotion 2,500,000 2,750,000

8,192,778 6,470,202

Reconciliation

opening Balance 6,470,202 -

technical assistance fund (taf) - 3,720,202

eastern europe Promotion - 2,750,000

additional grant received 4,250,000 -

Less: expenses incurred in the period relating to taf (2,326,222)) -

add : amount recognised as taf receivables 48,798 -

Less: expenses relating to eastern europe Promotion (250,000) -

8,192,778 6,470,202

technical assistance fund (taf) - is a fund that was originally managed through KZn 
growth fund and was transferred to trade and investment KZn (tiKZn) in 2009. the 
purpose of the fund is to assist project promoters to prepare and package their projects to 
the level of quality that will allow them to access funding from main financial institutions.
the fund has proved beneficial as some of the projects funded have moved closer to 
operational stages and some are already operational.

eastern europe Promotion - the department of economic development, tourism and 
environmental affairs (edtea) though the Mec engaged trade and investment KwaZulu-
natal and tourism KZn regarding the opportunity of marketing the Province of KwaZulu-
natal in eastern europe. a company known as Makhaya arts and culture was appointed 
to oversee this project as they were involved in similar projects before. an agreement 
was signed with all parties involved. a total of r5,5 million was provided by edtea of 
which r5 million was to be utilised in the project and r500,000 was to be shared equally 
between tiKZn and tourism KZn to cover implementation costs. r250,000 was paid over 
to tourism KZn during the period.
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

Both funds were accounted for as conditional grants in the financial year 2013/14 and 
2014/2015.

9. TAF and Eastern Europe Promotion Grants

grants received in respect of technical assistance fund and eastern europe Promotion 
projects are accounted for as conditional grants therefore the revenue was recognised to 
the extent of expenses incurred. these are indicated in the table below.

Technical Assistance Fund

technical assistance fund (taf) 2,277,424 2,551,187

Eastern Europe Promotion

opening balance 2,750,000 -

grant received from edtea - 5,500,000

expenses incurred (250,000) (2,500,000)

tourism KZn portion for implementation - (250,000)

2,500,000 2,750,000

10. Revenue

other income 14,349 103,297

government grants - conditional grant 2,277,424 2,551,187

interest received - investment 64,864 145,717

Public contributions - Main grant 77,226,000 72,333,617

79,582,637 75,133,818

The amount included in revenue arising from ex-
changes of goods or services are as follows:

other income - 14,349 103,297

government grants (taf) 2,277,424 2,551,187

interest received - investment 64,864 145,717

2,356,637 2,800,201

The amount included in revenue arising from non-ex-
change transactions is as follows:

Taxation revenue

Transfer revenue

Public contributions - Main grant 77,226,000 72,333,617
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

11. General expenses 

advertising 3 815 809 2 777 690

auditors remuneration 1 015 108 582 586

Bank charges 29 389 33 101

Bee financial assistance 93 580 543 144

Board emoluments and allowances 1 640 743 1 560 217

Board training and other costs 396 671 13 263

Board travel and accommodation 194 088 50 841

cleaning 224 765 248 713

computer expenses 163 881 242 073

conferences and seminars 784 321 914 589

consulting and professional fees 3 854 528 3 525 778

consumables 112 958 116 484

east3 route 3 072 383 2 496 171

eastern europe Promotion - expenses - 2 750 000

electricity 314 706 251 528

entertainment 187 375 150 166

export development 1 377 737 2 901 698

insurance 291 602 253 869

international marketing 4 590 987 6 156 592

inward missions 763 709 621 389

it expenses 387 350 470 365

Lease rentals on operating lease 4 466 094 4 432 746

Leave cost 513 029 129 622

Postage and courier 129 601 251 423

Printing and stationery 520 079 279 604

Promotions 29 615 1 438 272

Promotions and sponsorships 1 839 368 1 665 212

recruitment costs 475 474 634 676

security for office premises 320 872 287 310

staff welfare 205 499 236 726

subscriptions and membership fees 1 289 078 1 311 223

technical assistance fund (taf) expenses 2 277 424 2 551 187

telephone and fax 990 784 874 109

training 638 462 748 750

travel - local 2 133 043 2 284 109

39,140,112 43,785,226
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

12. Employee related costs

Basic 20,115,602 17,452,743

Bonus 1,465,730 1,551,260

Medical aid - company contributions 890,084 869,825

uif 190,892 166,858

Wca 36,781 140,000

sdL 320,483 262,853

Pension fund contributions 5,119,794 4,219,572

PaYe 7,869,499 6,882,973

36,008,865 31,546,084

average number of number of employees 55 49

comparatives balances from Board expenses (board fees,uif and PaYe), staff recruitment 
costs and leave pay portion charges were affected by the reclassification of the employees 
related costs to general expenses in the period ended 31 March 2015. the total expenditure 
relating to the above-mentioned was r2,259,509.

for the financial period ending 31 March 2015 trade and investment KwaZulu-natal made 
contributions for employees as follows

Employees contributions

Pension contributions 4,625,773 3,775,048

group Life and disability 286,407 236,028

administration costs 207,614 208,496

5,119,794 4,219,572

trade and investment KwaZulu-natal made pension contributions for its executive 
Managers for the period ending 31 March 2015 as follows:

Executive contributions

Contributions - 31 March 2015
Pension 

contribution

Group life 
and 

disability
Other Total

Za gwala 289,689 17,937 12,565 320,191

nst Matjie 176,664 10,938 7,662 195,264

L nyamande 176,664 10,938 7,662 195,264

iM Manyakanyaka 176,664 10,938 7,662 195,264

K ntloko 171,511 10,619 7,439 189,569

Lg Bouah 176,664 10,938 7,662 195,264

LBu sibanyoni 184,025 11,394 7,983 203,402

1,351,881 83,702 58,635 1,494,218
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

trade and investment KwaZulu-natal made pension contributions for its executive 
Managers for the financial year ending 31 March 2014 as follows:

Contributions - 31 March 2014
Pension 

contribution

Group life 
and 

disability
Other Total

Za gwala 271,488 17,001 15,009 303,498

nst Matjie (appointed 01/10/2013) 83,727 5,184 3,632 92,543

L nyamande 152,905 9,516 7,456 169,877

iM Manyakanyaka (appointed 
01/10/2013)

83,727 5,184 3,632 92,543

K ntloko-gasa (appointed 
01/10/2013)

54,190 3,355 2,350 59,895

Lg Bouah (appointed 01/10/2013) 83,727 5,184 3,632 92,543

LBu sibanyoni (appointed 
01/01/2014)

29,072 1,800 1,261 32,133

758,836 47,224 36,972 843,032

13. Investment revenue

interest revenue

Bank 64,864 145,717

14. Finance costs

finance lease costs 73,970 137,877

15. Auditors’ Fees

fees 1,015,108 582,586

16. Cash generated from operations

surplus (deficit) 3,255,274 (1,813,853)

Adjustments for:

depreciation and amortisation 650,626 978,485

Loss on sale of assets and liabilities - (22,060)

Changes in working capital:

receivables from exchange transactions (573,643) (198,928)

Payables from exchange transactions 975,125 (903,106)

unspent conditional grants and receipts 1,722,575 5,322,576

Lease liability current portion (67,685) 112,055

5,962,272 3,475,169
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

17. Operating Lease

Operating leases - as lessee (expense)

Minimum lease payments due

- within one year 4,656,063 4,447,221

- in second to fifth year inclusive 5,991,325 9,619,943

10,647,388 14,067,164

operating lease payments represent rentals payable by the entity for office space. Leases 
are negotiated for an average term of five years. no contingent rent is payable.

18. Commitments - Trade & Investment KwaZulu-Natal Main Activities

operational expenditure

approved and contracted 13,389,716 16,970,894

approved but not contracted 17,551,630 244,583

subtotal 30,941,346 17,215,477

capital expenditure - -

approved and contracted - -

approved but not contracted - furniture and fittings 440,000 -

31,381,346 17,215,477

the entity has also commitments for operating lease agreements for both its KwaZulu-
natal and gauteng administration offices.

Operating lease commitments

- Within one year 4,656,063 4,447,221

- in second to fifth year inclusive 5,991,325 9,619,943

10,647,388 14,067,164

19. Commitments - Technical Assistance Funds

16 projects were approved for funding to the total value of r3,564,974 of these r2,276,314 
has been disbursed and the balance of r1,288,660 was committed.
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Figures in Rand
31 March 

2015
31 March 

2014

20. Related Parties

Related Party Transactions - March 2015

Income
received 

from relat-
ed parties

Purchases
from relat-
ed parties Total

1. department of economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs (edtea)

81,476,000 - 81,476,000

2. durban chamber of commerce and indus-
try

- (154,667) (154,667)

3. tourism KwaZulu-natal - (766,871) (766,871)

4. KZn film commission - (8,730) (8,730)

5. ithala Limited - (15,000) (15,000)

6. richards Bay industrial development Zone 
(rBidZ)

81,054 - 81,054

81,557,054 (945,268) 80,611,786

Related Party Transactions - March 2014

Income
received 

from relat-
ed parties

Purchases
from relat-
ed parties Total

1. department of economic development, 
tourism and environmental affairs (edtea)

75,083,617 - 75,083,617

2. durban chamber of commerce and indus-
try

- (186,014) (186,014)

3. tourism KwaZulu-natal - (871,773) (871,773)

4. seda ethekwini Business centre - (1,117,000) (1,117,000)

75,083,617 (2,174,787) 72,908,830

Related party transactions

Department of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs (EDTEA)

edtea is the sole shareholder of trade and investment KwaZulu-natal (tiKZn). the entity 
receives two funds in the form of grants which are conditional on the terms stipulated in 
the Memorandum of understanding (Mou) signed with edtea. the grants are received 
for the purposes of supporting the delivery of services as set out in the Mou. conditions 
stipulated in the main grant were met hence the grant was recognised as revenue. taf 
funds were recognised as revenue to the extent that the conditions were met.
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Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry

the chief financial officer (cfo) for trade and investment KwaZulu-natal is the members 
of the chamber of commerce and industry. expenditure is in respect of membership 
subscription and sponsorship for events hosted by the durban chamber of commerce 
and industries such as sponsorship towards exporter of the year. other expenditures 
relate to workshops and conferences that were facilitated by the durban chamber.

KwaZulu-Natal Tourism Authority (Tourism KZN)

tourism KZn is the sister entity with trade and investment KZn, both entities are funded by 
edtea and belong to one cluster. the entities would normally form partnerships through 
Mous in certain strategic initiatives. the expenses are in relation to the participation in the 
implentation phase of arts and culture promotion and projects that are relating to business 
linkages in europe, partneship with tourism KZn in 2014 Vodacom durban July and east3 
route expedition.

KwaZulu-Natal Film Commission

the expenses was inconnection with the institute of directors (iod) training for trade 
and investment KwaZulu natal Board members. the training was organized and paid for 
by the KZn film commission, a portion of costs relating to the training arrangment was 
recovered from the entity. the chief executive officer of trade and investment KwaZulu 
natal is also the member of the Board of KwaZulu-natal film commision.

Richards Bay Industrial Development Zone (RBIDZ)

the income was relating to the 50% recovery of costs paid on behalf of rBidZ for shared 
services relating to the annual internet subscription for standardised international trade 
and industry database. the primary objective of the shared database is to firmly maintain 
and distribute a comprehensive and up-to-date set of data collection that the two entities 
often need to monitor the economy of south africa.

Ithala Development Finance Corporation

the expenses is in relation to the indemnity insurance cover for senior executive personnel 
and non-executive members of the entity. the cover was brokered by ithala Limited which 
is 100% owned subsidiary of ithala development corporation Limited (idfc).

University of KwaZulu-Natal

the non-executive director of trade and investment is an academic and holds a position 
of research fellow at the school of Built environment and development studies at the 
university of KwaZulu-natal. in addition, the executive Manager for corporate services 
at trade and investment KwaZulu-natal serves as the Board member for university of 
KwaZulu-natal. the nature of transactions are not preferential to tiKZn as student fees 
paid are applicable to all individuals.
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Key Management Personnel

transactions with key management personnel are disclosed in note 21 to the financial 
statements.

Fellow controlled entities:

trade and investment KwaZulu-natal is the member of the same economic entity with 
edtea as the controlling entity and the following fellow controlled entities are related to 
each other as defined in terms of paragraph 10(b) (i) of graP 20:

(1) KZn tourism authority
(2) KZn Liquour authority
(3) KZn sharks Board
(4) KZn growth fund
(5) dube trade Port corporation
(6) richards Bay idZ
(7) Moses Kotane institute
(8) KZn film commission
(9) ithala development finance corporation

21. Members’ emoluments 

Non-Executive

Period ended 31 March 2015

Emoluments Allowances 
and Travel

Total

Ms cM cronje’ (chairperson) 318,338 16,165 334,503

Ms LcZ cele (deputy chairperson) 380,564 1,155 381,719

Mr gW Bell 53,886 - 53,886

Mr Ma tarr 132,351 - 132,351

dr JJ Van Zyl 66,493 - 66,493

Mr cs gina 117,741 4,620 122,361

cllr dcP Mazibuko 78,907 - 78,907

dr Vf Mahlati 82,877 - 82,877

dr ns Msomi 165,238 - 165,238

Prof W Viviers 95,075 12,600 107,675

dr Mai Velia 114,733 - 114,733

1,606,203 34,540 1,640,743

a total amount of 34 540 is in respect of subsistence and travel allowances was reimbursed 
to members of the Board.
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31 March 2014

Emoluments Allowances 
and Travel

Total

Ms LcZ cele (acting chairperson) 430,260 51,906 482,166

Mr Ma tarr 119,927 1,190 121,117

Mr to Mlaba (resigned) 113,406 43,103 156,509

dr JJ Van Zyl 104,322 8,116 112,438

Mr cs gina 120,705 18,512 139,217

cllr dcP Mazibuko 58,337 1,128 59,465

dr Vf Mahlati 105,965 30,559 136,524

dr ns Msomi 142,257 - 142,257

Prof W Viviers 116,089 12,004 128,093

dr Mai Velia 82,431 - 82,431

1,393,699 166,518 1,560,217

executive Managers remuneration is on a total cost to company such as travel allowance 
and medical contributions. defined contribution Plan for the executive members amounted 
to:

Executive Directors 
- Period ended 31 
March 2015

Salary Medical 
Aid

Allowances 
and Travel

Performance 
Bonus

Total

Za gwala - ceo 1,708,121 62,868 96,000 177,096 2,044,085

L nyamande - cfo 1,128,256 - 12,000 132,000 1,272,256

nst Matjie 1,099,948 - 42,000 84,000 1,225,948

LBu sibanyoni 1,053,754 - 126,000 - 1,179,754

K ntloko 1,108,641 - - 52,425 1,161,066

Lg Bouah 1,098,013 41,163 - 108,000 1,247,176

iM Manyakanyaka 1,077,484 64,464 - 108,000 1,249,948

8,274,217 168,495 276,000 661,521 9,380,233
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Executive Directors 
- March 2014

Salary Medical 
Aid

Allowances 
and Travel

Performance 
Bonus

Total

Za gwala - ceo 1,454,985 70,101 96,000 239,070 1,860,156

L nyamande - cfo 896,755 - 12,000 103,092 1,011,847

nst Matjie (appoint-
ed 01/10/2013)

520,208 - 21,000 - 541,208

LBu sibanyoni (ap-
pointed 01/01/2014)

236,547 - 31,500 - 268,047

K ntloko 
(01/10/2013)

532,486 - - - 532,486

Lg Bouah 
(01/10/2013)

520,679 19,257 - - 539,936

iM Manyakanya-
ka (appointed 
01/10/2013)

512,189 28,855 - - 541,044

4,673,849 118,213 160,500 342,162 5,294,724

22. Fruitless and wasteful expenditure

fruitless and wasteful expenditure for the year - 62,686

Less: expenditure condoned by Board - (62,686)

- -

there were no items to be reported as fruitless and wasteful expenditure in the period 
ended 31 March 2015.

the fruitless and wasteful expenditure for the previous year amounted to r52,859 which 
was attributed to the penalty from sars for late payment of May 2013 PaYe account. the 
other payment relate to cancellation of catering services as meetings were cancelled at 
short notice.

23. Deviation from supply chain management regulations

Paragraph 12(1)(d)(i) of government gazette no. 27636 issued on 30 May 2005 states 
that a supply chain management policy must provide for the procurement of goods and 
services by way of a competitive bidding process.

Paragraph 36 of the same gazette states that the accounting officer may dispense with 
the official procurement process in certain circumstances, provided that he records the 
reasons for any deviations and reports them to the next meeting of the board of members 
and includes a note to the financial statements.

deviations amounting to r2,865,013 were documented and approve by the chief executive 
officer and reported to the Board in terms of tiKZn supply chain management policy and 
standard supply chain regulations. deviation disclosed relates to the acquisition of goods 
and services acquired by means of the single source, sole suppliers, contracts awarded to 
service providers who may not have scored the highest points as well as where shortened 
period of advertising was applied.
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Catergory of Deviations

Previous year deviations - 179,604

add: deviation for the current period 3,031,444 4,104,865

         training and conference - 626,141

         sponsorships - 421,931

3,031,444 5,332,541

24. Budget differences

Material differences between budget and actual amounts

there are differences between budget and actual expenditure in some of the expenditure 
categories. these are as mainly due to changes in prices, additional expenditure on 
conversion related costs as well as well as exchange rate differences. the changes 
were noted mainly in the following items: international travel, consultancy fees(legal and 
financial) as well as increases in subscriptions.

Differences between budget and actual amounts basis of preparation and 
presentation

the budget and the accounting bases differ. the financial statements for the entity are 
prepared on the accrual basis using a classification based on the nature of expenses in 
the statement of financial performance. details of the differences between actuals and 
approved budget are indiacted in the statement of comparisons of Budget and actual 
amounts. detailed explanations have been included under note 35.

Changes from the approved budget to the final budget

the changes between the approved and final budget resulted from the additional funding 
that was obtained from KZn Provincial treasury in order for the entity to be able to defray 
costs associated with east3 route promotion in the main account as well as defraying 
business proposition expenses for taf account.

Period ended 31 March 2015
Total 

Budget

Final Budget 
(Adjusted 
Budget)

Actual 
Expenditure

trade and investment KZn - Public entity 77,342,000 81,476,000 76,169,826

Period ended 31 March 2014
Total 

Budget

Final Budget 
(Adjusted 
Budget)

Actual 
Expenditure

trade and investment KZn - Public entity 67,240,000 75,083,617 74,418,543
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25. Financial Statements preparation

trade and investment KZn commenced operations as a schedule 3c Public entity on the 
1st of october 2012. as a public entity listed under schedule 3c of the PfMa, tiKZn is 
required to report on the basis of graP. the financial statements for the period ended 31 
March 2015 were therefore prepared on these basis.

26. Contingent Liability

the Public entity has guaranteed a rental deposit to the maximum value of r462,519 in 
favour of crescendo Management services (Pty) Ltd. the entity has not defaulted on its 
rental payment as at the period end.

27. Reporting period

the reporting period is for the 12 months ended 31 March 2015.

28. Correction of prior year error

Cash Flow Statement

cash and cash equivalent at the beginning of the year - 13,460,225

the adjustment arose due to the fact that cash flows relating to the taf account were not 
included in the main cash flows. a recommendation was made to the effect these cash 
flows should be reported together as they are managed by the same entity.

the correction does not carry tax implications.

29. Other income

other income 14,349 103,297

other income is inrespect of the refund from the suppliers.

30. Administrative expenditure

administration and management fees - related party - 30,698

31. Going concern

the entity had an accumulated surplus of r3,415,066 at 31 March 2015 and that the entity’s 
total assets exceed its total liabilities assets by r3,415,066. the financial statements have 
been prepared on the basis of accounting policies applicable to a going concern. this 
basis presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations and the realisation 
of assets and settlement of liabilities, contingent obligations and commitments will occur 
in the ordinary course of business. to date KZn treasury has committed to provide the 
funding for 2015/16 financial year in terms of the Medium term expenditure framework
(Mtef).

32. Events after the reporting date

events after reporting date are classified into two categories, adjusting and non adjusting.
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Adjusting
these are events that happened before the reporting date which may have an impact on 
the afs

Non Adjusting
these will be events that have taken place after the reporting date but before the afs are 
issued. this assessment will be carried out at year end.

at this stage the management has assessed the events that have taken since the reporting 
date and nothing has come up that will require the adjustment of the afs. in making this 
assessment, management has looked at the following:
- any legal claims lodged
- any publicity that may have taken place since the reporting date which may have an 

impact on the organisation
- Minutes of the last management meetings to see whether anything was discussed 

which may require diclosure in terms of this standard.
- Whether there are any significant assets bought or disposed off after the reporting 

date.
disclose for each material category of non-adjusting events after the reporting date:
•	 nature	of	the	event.
•	 estimation	of	its	financial	effect	or	a	statement	that	such	an	estimation	cannot	

be made.

Period ended 31 March 2015

there were no reportable events that required disclosure after the reporting 
date 31 March 2015.

33. Financial Instruments 

Period ended 31 March 2015 - 
Total Financial Assets

1 year or 
less

1 to 5 
years

Total

taf cash and cash equivalent 5,643,980 - 5,643,980

tiKZn cash and cash equivalents 11,391,663 - 11,391,663

receivables 1,292,427 - 1,292,427

18,328,070 - 18,328,070

Period ended 31 March 2015 - 
Total Financial Liabilities

1 year or 
less

1 to 5 
years

Total

accruals and payables 7,558,457 - 7,558,457

finance lease liability 102,406 - 102,406

7,660,863 - 7,660,863

March 2014 - Total Financial Asset
1 year or 

less
1 to 5 
years

Total

taf cash and cash equivalents 3,720,202 - 3,720,202

tiKZn cash and cash equivalents 7,891,783 - 7,891,783

receivables 718,784 - 718,784

12,330,769 - 12,330,769
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March 2014 - Total Financial Liabilities
1 year or 

less
1 to 5 
years

Total

accruals and payables 6,583,335 - 6,583,335

finance lease liability 170,091 45,525 215,616

6,753,426 45,525 6,798,951

Credit Risk

the entity does not have a huge debtors book, as a result, its exposure to credit risk is 
minimal. the items indicated under trade and other receivables refer to rental prepayments 
in the operating leases for the durban and gauteng offices and advance payments to 
employees for travelling costs. the cash and cash equivalents are deposits which are 
placed with high credit financial institutions. the deposits comprise of grants received from 
the department of economic development, tourism and environmental affairs (edtea) 
and these grants are deposited as drawdowns every quater. the entity limits its exposure
by dealing with well established financial institutions. the entity does not have significant 
exposure to an individual debtor or counterparty.

Liquidity Risk

the entity’s exposure to liquidity risk is very minimal as it is 100% funded by the department 
of economic development, tourism and environmental affairs (edtea). the annual 
budgets are approved at the beginning of each fiscal year and drawdowns are requested 
at the beginning of each quarter. cashflows are monitored monthly against budgets and 
adjustments are made where necessary. risk management assessments are conducted 
bi-annually to assist with identifying any possible cashflows, liquidity or other risks.

Interest Rate Risk

although the entity’s funds are subject to interest rate risk, these funds are placed with 
reputable financial institutions. the entity does not hedge any of its funds but monitors 
the fluctuations in interest rates and obtains advise from bank officials on a regular basis.

34. Reconciliation of amounts in terms of GRAP 24

Period ended 31March 2015
Operating
Activities

Financing
Activities

Investing
Activities Total

actual amount on comparable 
basis in the budget and actual 
comparative statement

5,962,272 (493,089) (45,525) 5,423,658

actual amount in the cash flow 
statement

5,962,272 (493,089) (45,525) 5,423,658

31 March 2014
Operating
Activities

Financing
Activities

Investing
Activities Total

actual amount on comparable 
basis in the budget and actual 
comparative statement

76,981,224 4,695,798 627,619 82,304,641
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35. Actual operating expenditure versus budgeted operating expenditure

refer to appendix a for the comparison of actual operating expenditure versus budgeted 
expenditure.

35.1 - Personnel - the human resources budget was overspent due to the fact that the 
last part of the restructuring of the organisation was implemented during the year. the 
increase in the number of activities undertaken required additional human capital and 
therefore a higher number of temporary staff members were engaged.

35.2 - Administration and operational costs - the administration and operational budget 
was slighlty underspent this is mainly due to the fact that major expenditure items such as 
subscriptions were reduced in an effort to cut costs and by opting for other online research 
facilities which are cheaper. in addition, non-cash items such as depreciation and leave 
costs are reflected separertly thereby reducing the overall budget. even though costs 
such as audit fees, printing and stationery were higher than budget, the over expenditure 
was off-set from savings and other catergories mainly due to the implementation of costs 
cutting measures.

35.3 - Technical Assistance Fund (TAF) - during the period under review, the entity 
approved 16 taf projects with a total value of r3.5m. of this amount a total r2.2m was 
disbursed and the balance committed to date.

35.4 - Travel and Accommodation - this budget includes line items such as staff 
seminars and conferences, domestic travel, accomodation and subsistance allowances. 
costs relating to travel and accomodation were recorded below the budget mainly as a 
result of the entity’s effort to cut costs wherever possible. some of the measures taken to 
cut costs includes; reduction of the number of people participating in events outside of the 
province and the country, hosting of events on the premises as well as opting for hiring of 
lower grade vehicles.

35.5 - Aftercare Facilitation - the aftercare facilitation budget was slighlty overspent 
due to the fact that the entity prioritised building of relations with key stakeholders such 
as municipalities. road shows were hosted in Ladysmith, Port shepstone, Mpofana, 
Kokstad and Howick was rolled out during the course the year. the number of interested 
participants increased resulting in higher costs than anticipated.

35.6 - Repairs and Maintenance - repairs and maintence were overspent due to the 
revamping and refurbishment of offices including boardrooms in order to create additional 
space to accommodate the increased number of staff. the increased in costs were under 
estimated at the beginning of the year.

35.7 - Professional Fees - the professional fees budget was overspent in the period 
concerned due to a number of studies that were deemed to be urgent as they were 
regarded as catalytic projects. some of the projects undertaken include the review of 
the corporate strategy for the organization,comprehensive economic report for emerging 
markets with the focus on Mozambique, swaziland and seychelles.

35.8 - International Marketing - international marketing was under spent during the 
period due to the fact that some investment promotion initiatives for targeted countries 
due to take place during the financial year were postponed and some cancelled. the 
targeted markets are in the following sectors, automotive and electronics, agriculture and 
mining, etc. some of the investment initiatives will be undertaken in 2015/2016.
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35.9 - Inward Mission - although inward mission costs were slightly below budget, a 
significant escalation of costs that were associated with the hosting activities relating 
to tourism indaba and Vodacom July 2014 Handicap at which the entity participated 
in partnership with tourism KwaZulu-natal was noted. the costs of hosting the durban 
Vodacom July handicap was higher than anticipated due to the increased number 
of stakeholders that attended. other costs are related to exhibition activities, such as 
the participation of the entity at durban Boat and Lifestyle show and hosting of inward 
delegations from a number of countries such as Korea and china.

35.10 - Export Promotion - export promotion budget was under spent mainly due to some 
export development and promotion programmes that were funded through the available 
incentives from the department of trade and industry (dti) as well as the termination of 
seda agreement for contribution towards the promotion of the ermerging exportes.

35.11 - Marketing and Communication - the Marketing and communication budget was 
overspent partly due to the fact that some costs related to entity’s involvement in east3 
route programme that were not recovered from the department. an increased number of 
marketing initiatives were undertaken in order to increased the visibilty of the entity such 
as awareness campgains inside and outside of the province and the country.

35.12 - Capital Costs - capital costs have been under-spent in the financial period 
concerned, this was due to the fact that asset acqusitions planned did not take place. 
these assets will now be procured the first quarter of 2015/16 financial year.

36. Reclassification of comparative expenditure

comparatives balances were affected by the reclassification of the board expenses such 
as board emoluments and allowances, staff recruitment costs, leave pay portion charges, 
board training and other costs, board travel and accommodation, international marketing 
and repairs and maintenance. the significant part of the prior year balances for these 
items were transferred from employees related costs to general expenses. some part of 
costs for the prior year have been remapped within general expenses and linked to board 
members emoluments and allowances as there were reported in the prior period such 
as travel-local and international marketing. repairs and maintenance were erroneously 
mapped as part of the entertainment costs instead of repairs and maintenance.

Employee Related Costs

amount as prior year afs - 33,758,043

Leave costs - (129,622)

recruitment costs - (634,676)

Board emoluments and allowances - (1,447,635)

Restated Amount - 31,546,110
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General Expenses

amount as prior year afs - 41,620,841

Leave costs - 129,622

recruitment costs - 634,676

Board emoluments and allowances - 1,560,217

Board training and other costs - 13,263

Board travel and accommodation - 50,841

travel Local - (89,583)

international Marketing - (87,076)

repairs and maintenance - (47,575)

Restated Amount - 43,785,226

Repairs and Maintenance

amount as prior year afs - 443,786

general expense - 47,575

Restated Amount - 491,361
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